CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH(PHS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8), COMMO (9)

DLR 03767 (OUT 51475) 184627 JUN 54

TO: DIR
INFO: SLING
CITE: DIR

RYMAT/PESUCCESS/COMMO

RE: A.
B. DIR 03165 (OUT 20109)

1. PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY KUBARK RADIO FACILITIES IS HANDLING PESUCCESS TRAFFIC.

REF B OUTLINES ASSISTANCE TO BE GIVEN ODACID IN EMERGENCIES WHICH EXTENDED INCLUDE EVACUATION PLANNING PARA 1 AND 2 REF A.

2. ASSISTANCE TYPE OUTLINED PARA 4 REF A MAY BE GIVEN PROVIDING DOES NOT INTERFERE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES.

3. SUGGEST YOU DISCUSS WITH SKILLET POINTING OUT WILLINGNESS ASSIST OTHER ACTIVITIES BUT HEAVY LOAD PRIORITY PESUCCESS TRAFFIC PRECLUDES ANYTHING BUT LIMITED ASSISTANCE. REQUEST SKILLET'S ASSISTANCE KEEPING ODUNIT, ODMAST AND ODIREX REQUESTS ABSOLUTE MINIMUM.

4. WRITING REQUESTING SKILLET'S COOPERATION ABOVE.

5. WILL POUCH CRYSTALS REQUESTED FOR EVACUATION PLANNING.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

RELEASING OFFICER
ADCO

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: SR. REP. LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

DIR 03860 (OUT 5160L) 2211Z 7 JUN 54 ROUTINE

TO: SLINC

REBATE PBSUCCESS

FOLLOWING FROM SENT TO DIR, GUAT:

PORT CHAMPERICO, GUATEMALA, WROTE TO

ODYKE CITIZEN, EMPLOYEE OF ODYKE

CONSULATE, MENTIONING FLAGRANT ILLEGAL TRAFFIC IN PORT AND LAMENTED

THAT) NOTHING CORRECTIVE BEING DONE.

END OF MESSAGE

COORDINATING OFFICERS

SECRET

RELEASING OFFICER

SECRET

J. D. ESTERLINE
AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
DIR 03867 (OUT 51611) 2217 7 JUN 54

TO: SLINK

RTBAS 83SUCCESS

1. FTY: SS TRAVERNOIDE REPORTED SAILING AMSTERDAM 26 MAY FOR PUERTO BARRIOS AFTER LOADING MIXED CARGO BREMEN, HAMBURG, ANTWERP AND ROTTERDAM.

2. REPORTS RECEIVED FROM IEDIO A INDICATE AN ADDITIONAL SHIIPMENT FOLLOWING "SAME ITINERARY" MAY BE LOADED ON THIS SHIP. ODENTH ESTIMATES ARRIVAL WINDWARD PASSAGE 9 JUNE WHERE FIRST SIGHTING CAN BE EXPECTED.

WILL KEEP YOU ADVISED ANY FURTHER INFO OR DEVELOPMENTS.

END OF MESSAGE
DIR 03964 (OUT 51862) 21092 8 JUN 64

TO: SLINC

HTMAT/PRSUCCESS

1. BE SUSPENSION LIBERTIES W/HEAT, HQS NEEDS COMPLETE DATE-LINED COVERAGE LOCAL PRESS REACTION TO AID SCRANDE-WIDE COVERAGE.

2. HQS ATTEMPTING GET SCRANDE-WIDE CONDEMNATION MONTENEGRO PLAN, CONFESSING/LABOR MOBILIZATION AND SUPPRESSION LIBERTY. HQS, HOWEVER, WISHES FOLLOW THIS UP WITH THIS THINK IN FACES OF ABOVE, BRAVE RESISTANCE GROUPS TAKING SUCH AND SUCH ACTIONS.

3. THIS, HQS REQUESTS:

(a) GET PARA 1 INFO SOONEST AND

(b) GIVE HQS DETAILS ON CONTINUED BASIS ANY FUTURE SYNCARP ACTIONS WHICH COULD BE EXPLOITED AND WOULD GAIN ADMISSION, SUPPORT OF SYNCARP BY RESB SCRANDE.

END OF MESSAGE

COORDINATING OFFICERS

RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

Copy No.
1. NO KNOWLEDGE HERE OF ANY REQUEST FOR ADVANCE COORDINATION WITH
ODAGID OF STORAX PROPOSAL DESCRIBED PARA 1 OF REFERENCE.

2. WE ARE VASTLY MORE PLEASED AT TURN OF EVENTS WHICH WILL INDICATE
TO STORAX THAT SYNCARP UNABLE PREDICT ODAGID REACTIONS THAN WE ARE DISMAYED
AT ANY "WEAKENING" OF SYNCARP IN STORAX EYES. LINCOLN MAY WISH SUGGEST TO
BROADGHOST THAT WE DO NOT DESIRE HAVE SYNCARP APPEAR TO BE EXTREMELY CLOSE
TO AND KNOWLEDGEABLE OF PBPRIME GOVERNMENT DECISIONS.

3. ASSUME LINCOLN REPLYING PARAS 3, 4, 5, OF REFERENCE.
DIR 04-333 (OUT 526/WH)  22172/10 JUN 54

TO: SLINC

RIBAT PBSUCCESS

FOR REELFOOT

REF: (IN 161/WH)

1. URGE RETURN ZREBRIEF UPON COMPLETION NEGOTIATIONS YOUR BELIEVE SHOWN UNDUE CONCERN PLANS HIS FIRST VISIT. MOST IMPORTANT HE CONTACT AND HOLD CONFERENCE WITH JIMINEZ.

2. FYI: CALLIGERIS REQUESTED TO REPRESENT HIM WITH JIMINEZ. AS RESULT P J SENT ESTRADA REPEAT ESTRADA TO KMFLUSH TO CONFER WITH CALLIGERIS AND SURVEY SITUATION ON SPOT. CALLIGERIS HAD CORDIAL COOPERATIVE MEETING WITH ESTRADA WHO DESIRED TO SEE EQUIPMENT CALLIGERIS POSSESSED. STORAX ADVISED ESTRADA HE PERSONALLY HAD SEEN GEAR AND ESTRADA DID NOT PRESS POINT. ESTRADA FURTHER QUERIED WHAT KIND OF AID CALLIGERIS NEEDED SPECIFICALLY. CALLIGERIS ADVISED HIM HE NEEDED 3 PLANES AND PILOTS PREFERABLY P-51'S, TO COUNTER BALANCE NEW WS/BRN ARMS SHIPMENT. IF THIS NOT AVAILABLE, AS LAST RESORT US $200,000 NEEDED. ESTRADA PROMISED TO PASS REQUEST TO JIMINEZ AND SEND ANSWER SOONEST. ANSWER TO BE DELIVERED BY ESTRADA AIDE WHO ATTENDED MEETING.

COORDINATING OFFICERS END OF MESSAGE

SECRET SECURITY INFORMATION

RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

J. D. ESTERLINE AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

Copy No.
TO: SENIOR REP, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

DIR 04624 (OUT 53150) 2340Z 11 JUN 54

TO: SLING

RECIPE

HAVING

RECOGNIZE

KNOW YOU EXTREME IMPORTANCE INFORMATION RE WSBURNT/FLEX DEFENSE

OR OFFENSE OAS. REALIZE SECURITY FACTORS AFFECTED PAGES SOLICITING

SUCH INFORMATION FROM HOWEVER, IN VIEW OF IMPORTANCE URGE PROBLEM

RECEIVE YOUR MOST CAREFUL CONSIDERATION.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR REP, LIMMAC
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

DIR 04705 (OUT 53518) 1430Z 14 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL PRIORITY

TO: SLINC
INFO: CITE: DIR

FYI

REF: SLINC 3766 IN 17452
1. C-12H AIRCRAFT 5191 ACTUAL TIME OF DEPARTURE 0710 EASTERN
STANDARD TIME. ETA 1155 EST MARINE MASTER 14 JUNE.

2. C-12H AIRCRAFT 2990 ACTUAL TIME OF DEPARTURE 0600 EST 14
JUNE. ETA MARINE MASTER 1020 EST 14 JUNE.

3. AIRCRAFT NO. 5191 LOAD:

20 500 LB. LEAFLET BOMBS 4,000 POUNDS
240 CASES 50 CAL. BALL AMMO. 19,920 POUNDS
10 275 POUND DEMOLITION BOMBS 2,750 POUNDS
10 555 POUND DEMOLITION BOMBS 5,550 POUNDS
10 275 POUND FINS 130 POUNDS
10 555 POUND FINS 569 POUNDS

ELEVATOR AND CRANES INOPERATIVE ON AIRCRAFT 5191. IMPERATIVE HAVE
OFFLOADING EQUIPMENT BECAUSE BOMBS NOT CRATED. FORKLIFT ALONE NOT
SUFFICIENT.

4. AIRCRAFT 2990 LOAD:

COORDINATING OFFICERS

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: DIR 04705 (OUT 53518)
FROM: SR REP, LINCOLN
FRO: DIRECTOR, CIA

OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
PRECEDECE

PAGE 2

TO: SLING
INFO?

RYBAT PESUCCESS
REF: LINC 3766 (IN 17152)

1. 20 500 POUND LEAFLET BOMBS
2. 267 CASES TRACER-ARMOR PIERCING 50 CAL.
3. 10 275 POUND DEMOLITION BOMBS
4. 10 555 POUND DEMOLITION BOMBS
5. 10 275 POUND BOMB FINS
6. 10 555 POUND BOMB FINS

ELEVATOR AIRCRAFT 2990 OPERATIVE.

5. IMPERATIVE SUFFICIENT PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT ON BOARD FRANCE
   FOR OFF LOADING INCLUDING BOMB HANDLING EQUIPMENT.

5. BOX MARKINGS NOT ELIMINATED ON BOXES WITH BURNED NOMENCLATURE.

7. CASES MARKED TAIGA CONTAIN 240 CASES 224 RDS EA. 50 CAL. BALL
   LINKED. CASES MARKED TAIFP CONTAIN 267 CASES OF XXX 200 RDS EA.
   200 TRACES AND AP LINKED. ABOVE CARGO BEING SHIPPED TO
   PER REFERENCE A.

END OF MESSAGE

RELE.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.

J. D. ESTERLING
AUTHENTICATION OFFICER
1. In morning press conference today Sec/State made strong statement on Guat situation which contained following specific points:  

   - Great majority people Guat want clean out communists but are facing intense communist terrorism.  
   - Commented on reports that army officers have presented ultimatum to Arbenz but without identifying or pinpointing any sources. Referred to "beheading" statement. Did not confirm but would not deny reports that US is prepared ask for formal conference.

2. As further and very effective reinforcement of guidance provided in ref. strongly recommend that if possible attention be specifically invited Sec's statement and particularly line to effect great majority of people determined get rid of communists and clean own house. Our point is that the timing and coincidence of Sec's statement should provide most convincing validation to statements made to pursuant to ref.

FRANK O. WISNER  
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)  
RELEASING OFFICER  

SECRET  
SECURITY INFORMATION  

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: SENIOR REP, LINCOLN
FROM: DIR, CIA
CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), SA/PC/DCI (4), WH (PBS) (5-7), WH (8)

DIR 01,870 (OUT 53940)  1931Z 15 JUN 54

TO: SLING

REFERENCE/PBSUCCESS

REFS:
DIR 01,009 (OUT 53939)

PLEASE ADVISE MEANING OF REQUEST FOR RESOLUTION AS TO WHETHER MOVE TO BE MADE NIGHT OF 16 JUNE AND INDICATING THAT IS READY. DO YOU CONSIDER PREPARATIONS COMPLETED? DO YOU REQUIRE ANYTHING FURTHER FROM HQS AUTHORIZING MOVE WHEN READINESS HAS BEEN ACHIEVED?

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SLINC
RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

REP: A. GUAT 818 (IN 18332)
     B. LINC 3895 (IN 18399)

1. AS INDICATED WHITING/PLAYDON TELEPHONE CONVERSATION, WE BELIEVE LING MADE CORRECT DECISION IN RETURN OF PAGE TO WSBURNT. WHEREAS WE RECOGNIZE VALIDITY AND SERIOUS IMPORTANCE OF CERTAIN POINTS IN REFERENCE A. THIS MESSAGE MAKES APPEARS TIME FOR CALCULATED RISK TAKEN WITH EYES OPEN IN ORDER OBTAIN MAXIMUM RESULTS FROM PAGE KNOWLEDGE, ABILITY AND RELATIONSHIP WITH THE OVER IMPORTANCE OF WHAT COULD BE PRODUCED AS RESULT SUCCESS THIS LINE OF EFFORT IS CLEAR TO EVERYONE HERE, ESPECIALLY IN LIGHT OF DEVELOPING DIFFICULTIES AND INCREASING UNCERTAINTIES CALLIGERIS EFFORT.

2. OUR ONLY SUGGESTION IS THAT YOU MAY WISH INSTRUCT STATION TO PREPARE PLAN FOR EMBASSY ACTION IN EVENT PAGE ARREST OR DISAPPEARANCE. DO NOT BELIEVE PAGE SHOULD REMAIN WSBURNT MORE THAN MINIMUM TIME ENABLE HIM ESTABLISH CONTACT AND DELIVER FINAL EXHORTATION.

END OF MESSAGE

FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-2)
INFO: COP (3), WH (PBS) (4-5)

DIR 05229 (OUT 54574) 23017 16 JUN 54 ROUTINE PRECEDENCE

TO: RYBAT JAHWAG

RE: (IN LL602)

1. FOLLOWING SUGGESTED AS KUGOS COUNTER-MEASURES RE REF PARA 3:

A. IF POSSIBLE, HAVE EJLEES SEND SERIES LETTERS TO RIGHT WING MEMBERS PARLIAMENT ON THESE SUBJECTS: AREVALO AND COMITE CONSIDERED LOCAL ACTIVITIES --- COMITE FULLY BEHIND GUAT.

CITE ARMS AND AMMO --- WHY AREN'T SENATORS/DEPUTIES DEFENDING CHILE AGAINST COMITEX. END ALL LETTERS WITH PLEA FOR DELEGATES TAKE STAND AGAINST COMITE INTERVENTION.

WH. STRENGTHEN LETTERS WITH DIR MATERIAL INDICATING RELIGION TERROR GUAT.

B. FOLLOW UP WITH NEWS STORY, "LATTERS SENT CONGRESS", GIVING CONTENTS AND DEPLORING LOCAL COMITE MISUSE FREEDOM GIVEN THEM IN CHILE.

2. CABLE CONTENTS/ACTION TAKEN.

END OF MESSAGE

J. C. KING, C/WHD
RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
DIR 05230 (OUT 54575) 2259Z 16 JUN 54

TO: EYBAT JINWAG

INFO: SLINC

CITE: DIR

RE: LINC 3851 (IN 18188)

1. LINC NOTED THAT "PRESS, RADIO REPORTS SHOW WSBURNT REGIME MAKING LARGE SCALE EFFORT TO RALLY DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT THROUGH COMMIE-CONTROLLED MASS ORGANIZATIONS, PRIMARILY LABOR UNIONS (COTG), PEASANTS FEDERATION (CNCG), STUDENTS (FUD). UNIONS, APPARENTLY UNDER CENTRAL DIRECTIVES, STUDENT GROUPS THROUGHOUT COUNTRY SEND MESSAGE SYMPATHY TO ARSENE HOLD MASS MEETINGS PROTESTING "FOREIGN INTERVENTION" IN WSBURNT, RALLY PUBLIC SYMPATHIES FOR WSBURNT REGIME, APPARENTLY WITH SOME SUCCESS."

2. HQS SUGGESTS HAVE APPROPRIATE MAN SEND LETTER TO SALEH DELEGATES AND TO NON-COMMIE LABOR OR UPS DEPLOYING TOTALITARIAN ACTIONS WSBURNT COMPARE GOVT. REPLAY EXILE STORIES, ARRESTS, TORTURES, ETC. PROCLAIM NOW TAKEN PEOPLE AWAY ALL RIGHTS LABOR GROUPS AND ALL WSBURNT. URGE ADDRESSES "TAKE WHATEVER ACTIVITIES POSSIBLE ALERT PEOPLE TO RESULT 'USING' COMMISSARS AGAIN ENDS. AS SHOWN WSBURNT, WHEN COMMISSARS, EVEN IN WH, GAIN POWER, HAVE NO COMMISSIONS ARRESTING AND MUR'ING ANYONE OF DIFFERENT BELIEFS. COMMUNISM MUST BE STOPPED IN WH."

3. CABLE CONTENTS OR ACTION AKRN. END OF MESS.
TO: SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE
FROM: DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
CONF: WE (1-4) *
INFO: DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), COP (8), PP (9-10), WH (11-12)
WH (PBS) (13-14)

018 05701 (OUT 55616) 01562 20 JUNE 54
ROUTINE
PRORIG

TO: CITE: DIR
IMMEDIATE ACTION

E

1. POPULAR ANTI COMMIE UPRISING AGAINST GUATMALIAN REGIME BEING
WIDELY DISTORTED BY COMMIE COUNTER PROPAGANDA OUTLETS AND OMITTING
FREE PRESS AS PATRIOTIC DEFENSE AGAINST INVASION FROM OUTSIDE WHICH
INCLUDES

(a) HEAVY BOMBING
(b) LAND ATTACK, LAUNCHED OVER BORDERS.

2. THESE REPORTS CONTRARY ACTUAL FACTS AS RECEIVED THRU KUBARK AND
ODACID CHANNELS WHICH REVEAL NO RPT NO BOMBINGS NOR LARGE SCALE INVASION.
POSSIBILITY SMALL NUMBER ANTI-COMMIE PATRiOTS WHO PREVIOUSLY FORCED FLEE
COUNTRY HAVE RETURNED TO ASSIST IN INTERNAL FORCE IN OPPOSITION
TO REGIME.

3. URGENTLY DESIRE CORRECT THIS DISTORTION AND PRESENT TRUE STORY
TO EXTEND POSSIBLE THRU BEST AVAILABLE KUBARK FACILITIES. (SEE PARA 5
BELOW.)

4. OUTLINES OF STORY BASED ON KNOWN INFO IS AS FOLLOWS:

(a) PRESENT GUATMALIAN REGIME IS ITSELF BURNING HOUSES AND
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DESTROYING PROPERTY IN ORDER GIVE IMPRESSION BOMBING.

(a) FOREIGN MINISTER TORTELLO HAS STATED THAT MENDOZA HOUSE

    OR THAT MENDOZA MOTHER) WAS BOMBED. (MENDOZA HIGH OFFICIAL

    GUATEMALAN AIR FORCE WHO RECENTLY ESCAPED COUNTRY JOINING

    PATRIOTIC REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT.) KUBARK AND ODACED

    REPORTS TESTIFY EYEWITNESS ACCOUNTS THIS FALSE AND HOUSE IN

    FACT SET FIRE "PRESUMABLY BY GUATEMALAN GOVT." ABSOLUTELY

    NO EVIDENCE BOMBING.

(b) TORTELLO ALSO CLAIMS OIL STORAGE FACILITIES BOMBED, THIS LIKE-

    NOT PROVED BY ANY EVIDENCE.

    WISE FALSE AND SHOULD BE PUBLICIZED AS FABRICATION IN CONNECTION

    MENDOZA HOUSE.

(c) KE TORTELLO INVASION THESIS: EMPHASIZE IT INTERNAL REvolt

    OF OPPRESSED PEOPLE, POSSIBLY AIDED AND SUPPORTED BY.

    HUNDREDS OF GUATEMALAN ANTI-COMIE REFUGEES WHO HAVE BEEN

    DRIVEN FROM THEIR COUNTRY BY COMIE TERROR AND WHO ANXIOUS

    TO RETURN.

(d) ALSO EMPHASIZE FACT MUCH PUBLICIZED DEMONSTRATION OF SUPPORT WAS

    SUDDENLY CALLED OFF "ON ACCOUNT OF RAiN". INFER REAL REASON

RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

Copy No.
5. Subject

Conferences are held between the two sides, particularly on the Nower Hill bases. The conditions as set are being reviewed. This is a matter of grave importance and the President

6. View that has been put forward and the President has expressed his concerns. There is also the issue of operations, which is expected to be in operation in late April and should be completed. The President is of the view that this is an issue of grave importance and that the President should be informed of any developments.

For cancellation was that whole matter so have been total.

For the purpose of the project and the deployment of forces that have been taken.

For the purpose of the project and the deployment of forces that have been taken.

For the purpose of the project and the deployment of forces that have been taken.
INTERESTED HAVING TRUE FACTS REVEALED, RECOGNIZE MAY INTERPRET
APPROACH AS TACTIC ADMISSION PLOT KUBARK INSPIRED, BUT CONSIDER RISK LESSENED
IN VIEW TRUE FACTS ALREADY RELEASED U.S. PRESS AND RADIO.

7. EVEN THOUGH PRECISE STORY MAY NOT BE ENTIRELY USABLE THIS TIME
IF ALREADY APPEARING PRESS, NEVERTHELESS FEEL HIGHLY DESIRABLE
BOOMER INTENSIVELY try PUSH LINE OF REVOLT WELLING UP FROM WITHIN.
SINCE WILL KNOW KUBARK SOURCE OF TRUE FACTS AND STORY ALSO BEING
SPREAD BY OTHER ASSETS WORLD-WIDE BASIS, CONSIDER USE OTHER COVERT
ASSETS INADVISABLE.

8. CABLE ANY ACTION YOUR AREA AND STATUS GUATEMALA STORY.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: TREATED AS KAPOK
1. WOULD BE USEFUL VIS A VIS EUROPEAN OPINION TO DEMONSTRATE STRENGTH OF ANTI COMMUNIST SENTIMENT WITHIN GUATEMALAN GOVT CIRCLES BY APPEARANCE PUBLIC STATEMENT ALONG LINES EXPRESSED PRIVATELY BY COSENZA GALVEZ AS PER REF.

2. LEAVE YOUR JUDGMENT HOW BEST QUICKEST MEANS SURFACE FOR PUBLICIZING A USEFUL STATEMENT FROM HIM.

3. SUGGEST AS POSSIBLE PERSUADER HE BE ADVISED THAT A GUATEMALAN COLLEAGUE IN PARIS STATED HIS NAME WAS AMONG LIST OF NAMES WHICH ARBENZ POLICE FOUND AMONG PAPERS OF A LEADING CASTILLO ARMAS LIEUTENANT WHEN THE LATTER FLED THE COUNTRY A FEW WEEKS AGO; LIST DESIGNATED THAT APPEARED TO BE INTENDED POLITICAL AND DIPLOMATIC APPOINTMENTS; HE WAS INDICATED AS AMB TO MAJE, NAME ALSO APPEARED BESIDE THAT OF CORDOBA CERNA.
4. A WISE ACTION TAKEN. DESIRABLE WEVE SERVICES AND
HBBORILL PICK 30 STATEMENT.

END OF MESSAGE

#CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
DISTRIBUTION PER WH.

F. A. WISNER
COORDINATING OFFICER

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.
1. WH KUGAN MECHS ARE BEING FORCED WORK WITHOUT ADEQUATE DATED LINED PRO-LIBERACION MATERIAL.

2. SUGGESTIONS:

A. HOLD DAILY AM AND PM PRESS CONF WITH PRESS CORRESPONDENTS, OTHERS, IN TEGU, STRESSING INDIGENOUS NATURE REVOLT: HOPES OF CAILЛИERIS GROUP FOR FUTURE: NEWS OF PROGRESS LIBERATION STRUGGLE: COMMENTARY RE EUAT GOVT STATEMENTS, ATROCITIES, ETC.

B. SUPERVISE DAILY OR TWICE DAILY PRESS RELEASE IN HIS AND LIBERACION ARMY NAME BE CABLED SYMPATHETIC PRESS MEXICO, HAVANA, PARIS, BOGOTA, SANTIAGO, LA PAZ, MONTEVIDEO, RIO DE JANEIRO.

3. HQS REQUESTING KEY SEND NAME ADDRESSES OF SYMPATHETIC NEWSPAPERS TO DIR, SLINC, SOONEST IN EVENT YOU APPROVE PARA TWO-CUT.

4. IF APPROVE, TELL SUGGESTIONS COME FROM "SU ESTIMADO AMIGO,"
DAVID "CON TODO ESPERANZA Y ORACIONES."

5. CABLE APPROVAL IMMEDIATELY IF APPROVE.

END OF MESSAGE
DIR 05718 (OUT 55688) 2334Z 20 JUN 54

TO: INFO: SLING

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

SUBJECT: WH (1-2)

GPI (PBS) (3-4), DCI (5), DIC (6), OPIO (17), C7 (18)

PRIORITY

PRECEDENCE

2. RADIO NEWSCAST 1716 20 JUNE FROM NIG: THOUGH DELEGATES TO U.N. FROM URUGUAY, COLOMBIA, BRAZIL AND CUBA REQUESTED GUAT COMPLAIN THROUGH OAS, GUAT DELEGATION REFUSED AND STATED, "OUR NATION HAS RIGHT REQUEST HEARING WHEREVER WISHES." HUGO GAUTIER, BRAZIL, SAYS DELEGATES OF BRAZIL, MEXICO AND ARGENTINA PREPARING FORMAL REQUEST HAVE HEARINGS IN OAS RATHER THAN U.N.

2. THERE: GUAT WANTS HEARING IN U.N. BUT ABLE TO GET THERE MUCH NEEDED SOVIET AND OTHER COMMUNIST SUPPORT THERE. AND OFFICIAL GUAT WISH TO "FOREIGNERS" HAVE "INVADED" NATION AND REALIZE LATINOS WELL KNOW THIS. BUT HOPING U.N. USUAL SOVIET DIVISIVE TACTICS WILL HELP THEM CONFUSE ISSUE. ALSO GUAT WOULD HAVE FIRST CHANCE GET PROP TO PEOPLES UNFAMILIAR GUAT SITUATION.

3. SUGGEST PLAY AS NEWS COMMENTARY IN ADDITION HAIN RUOČAN EffORT RE GOVT ATROCITIES, NATURE REVOLT, ETC.
4. IF SECURELY POSSIBLE, HAVE APPROPRIATE K U B O N I MECHANISMS SEND
SPECIALIST TO DELEGATIONS RECALLING GUAT COHRE INSPIRED HORRORS LEADING UP
TO OPEN REBELLION BY INTERNAL RESISTANCE GROUPS. CALL FOR CONDEMNATION
GUAT. HAVE UN MESSAGE REPRODUCED LOCAL PRESS WITH APPEAL STOP LOCAL COHRE
INTERVENTION - CITI COHRE MAKE-UP AND ACTIVITIES OF 'KUGOS GUAT' AND
OTHER LOCAL COHRES.

5. GUAT APPEAL TO U.N. DIRECT INSULT LATIN-AMERICAN NEIGHBORS AND
CLEARLY DEMONSTRATES GUAT LACK CONFIANCE IN ITS CASE IF JUDGED BY GROUP
OF ITS PEERS WHO AWARE TRUE SITUATION. RECALLS SIMILAR GUAT APPROACH UN
IN APRIL 1953. END OF MESSAGE
TO: SLINC

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)

INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

PERIOD

DIR D5712 (OUT 55690) 2311Z 20 JUN 54

TO: SLINC

CITE: DIR

FYI AND POSSIBLE PROPAGANDA USE ON SHERWOOD THE FOLLOWING INFO EXTRACTED FROM ODACID CABLE 9948 FROM GUATEMALA CITY DATED 19 JUNE IS SUBMITTED:

REPORTS THAT CARLOS JOSÉ ARZANO LALTAMIRANO WHOM HE DESCRIBED AS CHIEF OF PROPAGANDA OFFICE OF NATIONAL AGRARIAN DEPARTMENT LAST NIGHT SENT TELEGRAM FROM RAMANERA TO PRESIDENT ARBENZ CHIEF OF ARMED FORCES, CHIEF OF POLICE AND LABOR LEADERS WARNING THEM ONE HUNDRED HONDURANS WERE IN CHAMPONA AND FIVE THOUSAND LOCAL MEN WERE BACK OF THEM.

1. SINCE VERY LITTLE INFO HAS COME OUT OF GUATELAMAL IN THE LAST TWENTY-FOUR HOURS IT IS OUR THOUGHT THAT THIS INFO IF USED BY SHERWOOD MIGHT PROVIDE TIMELY ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE INTERNAL RESISTANCE ORGANIZATION AS WELL AS ADVERSE EFFECT ENEMY MORALE. THERE IS SOME RISK OF EXPOSING AND PERHAPS YOU CAN ARRANGE SUITABLE FALSE SOURCING.
TO: DIRECTOR
CONF: WE (1-4)
INFO: DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), COP (8), PP (9-10), WH (11-12), WH (PBS) (13-14)

DIR 05829 (OUT 55961) 2214Z 21 JUN 54

RE: A. DIR 05074 (OUT 55616)

B.

1. SITUATION REPORTED REF A STILL HELD TRUE AS OF 1500 HRS 21 JUNE DESPITE FACT OVERT or PRESS REPORTS DO NOT YET REFLECT TRUE SITUATION AS WE KNOW TO BE TRUE FROM OUR CHANNELS. ACTIVITIES CONSTITUTE LIBERATION EFFORT AND NOT PLANNED INVASION. NO BOMBING, BY LIBERATION FORCES THOUGH LIBERATION FORCES DO APPEAR HAVE SABOTAGE GROUPS WHICH HAVE COMMITTED ACTS SUCH AS OIL STORAGE PARA 4-B REF A. OTHER APPARENT SABOTAGE ACTS INCLUDE BLOWING BRIDGE 30 MILES OUTSIDE GUATEMALA CITY ON ROAD TO ZACAPA.

2. REF B: ASSUME ACTING COMPLETELY AS QKFLOWAGE OFFICER WITH NO RPT NO REF ASCHAM OR KUBARK.

3. FYI: UNDERSTAND ODACID TELEGRAM SENT FIELD MISSIONS IN SUBSTANTIAL AGREEMENT REF A.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR REP, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC (8)

DIR 06042 (OUT 56363) 0152Z 23 JUN 54
TO: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

CODACID TELEPHONED JUNE 22 BY SKILLET WHO REPORTED HE ADVISED BY
SAFFRON 1 THAT GUAT PLANE DROP THREE BOMBS (2 DUDS) SANTA ROSA DE LES.
IT OCCURS TO US THAT STORAX, IF HE KNEW FACTS, WOULD TAKE MUCH HEART FROM THE APPARENT INVOLVEMENT OF A VENEZUELAN PLANE FLYING A SECRET MISSION OVER CENTRAL AMERICA. IF YOU AGREE, SUGGEST YOU INSTRUCT BRODFROST ADVISE STORAX OF THIS FACT INCLUDING SOME OF THE DETAILS CONTAINED IN THE REFERENCE MESSAGE TO PANAMA FROM WHICH MOST OF THE INFORMATION CAME. IN YOUR MESSAGE TO BRODFROST YOU SHOULD AVOID ANY INDICATION TO HIM RE OUR EXPLOITATION THIS DEVELOPMENT. STICK TO FACTUAL REFERENCE NEW YORK TIMES EXCEPT REPORT PLUS THE DETAILS IN PARAS 1A THROUGH 5 OF REFERENCE MESSAGE, WHICH FOR YOUR INFORMATION AND THAT OF BRODFROST ARE REPORTED AS FACTUAL.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SLINC
RYBAT/PBSUCCESS
REF: LINC 4310 (IN 21975)

1. DESPITE HEADQUARTERS FULL ACCORD WITH REF PARA 1C PURPOSE WE
HAVE AFTER CAREFUL EXAMINATION AND CHECKING WITH EXPERT OPINION
CONCLUDED IT NOT APPROVE USE OF AIR STRIKE AGAINST REF TARGET
BECAUSE IT EXTREMELY DIFFICULT AND UNPROFITABLE TARGET FOR AIR.

2. IN VIEW OF LIMITED AIR POWER SUGGEST USE OF IT BE RESTRICTED

3. REF TARGET MOST VULNERABLE TO SABOTAGE SO THEREFORE URGE EVERY
EFFORT BE MADE ELIMINATE IT BY THIS MEANS. IN VIEW ITS ISOLATION SUGGEST
STILL POSSIBLE STRIKE SAB RAID PARTY CAN REACH-IT.
DIR 06475 (OUT 57257) 18427 25 JUN 54

TO: SLINC

ATBAT PBSUCCESS

1. ACCORDING PARA 4, MOST OPINIONS PRO GUAT INE LACK MATERIAL FROM CASTILLO SIDE. HAVE SEND "PRESS RELEASES" FROM ARMY LIBERATION TO "LA EPOCA", MORENO 552, B.A., CF, ARG. AND "NOTICIAS GRAFICAS", RIO BAMBA 290, BA, CP, ARG.

2. THOUGH NO ACKNOWLEDGMENT LINC 4201 BY SOME "PRESS RELEASES" HAVE BEEN ISSUED.

3. RELEASE DAILY CABLED PRESS RELEASE TO WH PRESS MOST IMPORTANT DUE WH KUGOWN AND UNCONTROLLED PRESS SEVERELY HAMPERED DUE LACK PROPAGANDA RESPECTED LEGIT DATEDLINE SOURCE. SHERWOODS OBVIOUSLY "GOT PICKED UP" BY PRPRIME PRESS SERVICES OTHER INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICES, BEING TREATED AS ONLY PROPAGANDA, NOT HELPING KUGOWN INTERNATIONALLY.

4. XXXXX PLEASE REQUEST LET US KNOW ACTION TAKEN. HQS HOLDING KUGOWN MATERIAL DUE NOT WISH RELEASE. WILL RELEASE.

END OF MESSAGE

P. G. WISNER, DD/P
RELEASING OFFICER

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
IN VIEW OF QUAT ACTIONS BY LOCAL LAW-MAKING BODIES, URUGUAY AND CHILE,

RECOMMEND:

1. TAKE FOLLOWING ACTIONS:

   a. FOR PRO-QUAT ACTIONS, SEND LETTERS TO ALL URUGUAYAN DEPUTIES
      TO THIS EFFECT: WHEN URUGUAYAN DEPUTIES VOTED SUPPORT THE URUGUAYAN GOVERNMENT, THEY SUSTAINED A TOTALITARIAN GOVERNMENT WHICH SANCTIONS, AND ENCOURAGES: IMPRISONMENT, TORTURE AND/OR MURDER OF POLITICAL OPPOSITION; SUPPORT OF SOVIET ACTIVITY; DESTRUCTION OF ALL OPPOSITION PRESS AND RADIOS, ARMING AND INCITING LABOR AND FARM GROUPS TO ACTS OF TERROR AND COMPLETE DISRESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF MAN. RECALL TORRIELLO'S REMARKS RE NOV. 145 URUGUAYAN PROPOSAL ALL AMERICAN REPUBLICS, BY FROMIN, WHEN HE DECLARED "NON-INTERVENTION SHOULD NOT PROVIDE UNLIMITED PROTECTION GOVERNMENTS VIOLATING FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS MAN." TORRIELLO URGED: "NO AMERICAN REPUBLIC SHOULD RECOGNIZE, MAINTAIN RELATIONS TOTALITARIAN REGIMES. RIGHTS MAN SHOULD BE INTERNATIONALLY PROTECTED, BUT NOT POSSIBLE WHERE MINORITY REGIME BASED ON TERROR." TORRIELLO FURTHER PROPOSED "ALL TOTALITARIAN GOVTS BE REMOVED FROM POWER AND PRINCIPLE NON-INTERVENTION..."
MANDATE YIELD TO MORE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT INSURE PROTECTION HUMAN
LIBERTIES." ASK DEPUTIES WHY THEY SUPPORT ARBEZ. IF ADD-
RESSEE DIDN'T SUPPORT ARBEZ, WHAT HE DOING ATTEMPT RECTIFY SITU-
ATION. URG ALL CHRISTIAN, ANTI-TOTALITARIAN DEPUTIES WRITE
LETTERS TO LOCAL PRESS AND OTHER WH CONGRESSMEN DEPLORING SUPPORT
ARBEZ COMMUNE REGIME.

B. FOR: FOLLOW-UP ABOVE WITH PUBLICATION AFOREMENTIONED
LETTER IN LOCAL PRESS IF POSSIBLE.

C. FOR: IMPLEMENT TYPE OPERATION
BRINGING UP-TO-DATE IF POSSIBLE. DEMONSTRATIONS, OTHER ACTIONS
IN CHILE GETTING PREDIY VIEWS AS BEING SPONTANEOUS AND NON-
CONVENT. USE LOCAL DEMONSTRATIONS, OTHER COMMUNE ACTIVITY, AS PEG
AND REASON FOR TAKING SUGGESTED ACTION.

2. CABLE ACTION TAKEN.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SENIOR REP, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, DIR
CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DGI (2), D/DCI (3), WH (PBS) (4-6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8).

DIR 06532 (OUT 57351) 21312 25 JUN 54

PRIORITY

PRECEDENCE

CITE: DIR

RTREAT/PEBSUCCESS

1. PLEASE NOTE UP REPORT OF 3:17 PM FROM BUENOS AIRES THAT GUATEMALA
   HAD INFORMED ARGENTINE FOREIGN REPORTING THAT CIQUIMILA QUOTE IN FLAMES UNQUOTE
   REBEL
   AFTER 1616 BOMBARDMENT FROM HONDURAS AND NICARAGUA; THAT REBEL RADIO AND
   GUATEMALA HAD REPORTED SEEING AND CLAIMED VICTIMS AT CIQUIMILA; THAT TALENTTO
   HAD APPEALED TO ARGENTINA TO USE ITS INFLUENCE TO INFLUENCE UN SECURITY COUNCIL
   ENFORCE
   TO ENFORCE ITS CEASE FIRE DECISION.

2. FOR OBVIOUS REASONS, REQUEST YOU PLAY DOWN THIS REPORT.

END OF MESSAGE
DIR 06582 (OUT 57418)  2315Z 25 JUN 54  

TO: SLINC

RHEAT PBSUCCESS

RE BOMBS SENT HOPEFUL, IF ACTION NOT TAKEN TO UBILITRATE AND/OR DEFACE MARKINGS SUGGEST THIS BE DONE MOST SECURE MEANS. SOME ACTION SHOULD BE TAKEN ON ANY BOMBS MOVED FORWARD TO SOMERSET.

END OF MESSAGE
DIR 06583 (OUT 57419)  2315Z 25 JUN 54

TO: SLINC

RKYAT/PBSUCCESS

1. YOUR ATTENTION IS VITED UP-DISPATCH 1850 HOURS TODAY WITH LONDON DATELINE RE HOLOTOV REPLY TO ORIELLO APPEAL FOR ASSISTANCE. NOTE ESPECIALLY THE LANGUAGE OF THIS PARTICULAR DISPATCH WHICH QUOTES RADIO MOSCOW AS SAYING HOLOTOV HAS PROMISED ALL MEASURES WITHIN POWER "TO END THE ANTICOMMUNIST REVOLT IN GUATEMALA."

2. OTHER VERSION HOLOTOV TRUE TEXT MUCH MORE CAREFULLY PHRASED: I. E. "HAS INSTRUCTED SOVREP UN TAKE MEASURES WITHIN HIS POWER WITH OBJECT INSURING IMPLEMENTATION SECURITY COUNCIL DECISION JUNE 20."

3. HOWEVER FOR OUR PURPOSES BELIEVE SHOULD USE UP TEXT AND GIVE THIS WIDE PLAY ALONG LINE HOLOTOV PROMISES TO SUPPRESS THE ANTICOMMUNIST UPRISING AGAINST SOV STOOGE REGIME GUAT.

END OF MESSAGE

FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PIONS)

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: LINCOLN

FROM: DIRECTOR

CONF: SA/PC/DCI (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), DD/P (L) (4), WH (PBS) (5-7), WH (8)

1. WE INTERESTED YOUR PLANS ALPHA AND BETA FOR AIR-BORNE OPERATIONS.
ASSUME YOU WILL BRIEF CINCPAC OF WHAT YOU HAVE IN MIND.

2. BELIEVE GOOD CHANCE OAS OR US ACTIVITIES WILL NOT REQUIRE INTERRUPTION
AIR-BORNE OPS FOR SIX OR SEVEN DAYS. WILL MAKE EVERY EFFORT SECURE LONGER DELAY.
HOPE THIS CONSIDERATION REFERRED TO PARAS 2 AND 3 REF WILL NOT GIVE SO GREAT A
SENSE OF URGENCY IN YOUR PLANNING THAT YOU WILL ASSUME GREATER RISK THAN
STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS WOULD OTHERWISE REQUIRE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: SA/PC/DCI (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), DD/P (L) (4), WH (PBS) (5-7), WH (8)

DIR 06729 (CUT 5769L) 2240Z 26 JUN 54

PRIORITY

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

DIR 06729 (CUT 5769L) 2240Z 26 JUN 54

REF: (IN 22434)

(a) LINC 4367 (IN 22437)

1. WE SEE LITTLE POSITIVE ADVANTAGE TO BE GAINED FROM BOMBING AURORA.
NO RECORD THAT ENEMY IS MOUNTING AIR ATTACKS THERE. AGAINST CALLIGERIS’ AIRCRAFTS OR GROUND FORCES. IF WE SURVIVE PLANES HAVE BOMBED IN W/GROOP'S EFFECT PROBABLY BENEFICIAL FOR PROPAGANDA REASONS.

2. WE DO SEE THREE GRAVE OBJECTIONS TO ATTACK ON THIS TARGET WITH HE BOMBS WHICH COULD RENDER FIELD USELESS. THEY ARE:

A. THAT IF YOU EVER CONTEMPLATE OPERATIONS ALONG LINES YOUR PLANALPHA, WILL BE ESSENTIAL THAT THIS FIELD BE IN GOOD CONDITION.

B. ODYCE PLANES WILL SOON BE ATTEMPTING LAND AURORA EVACUATE PRIME CITIZENS. DAMAGE TO FIELD WHICH PREVENTED OR SERIOUSLY DELAYED EVACUATION WOULD CAUSE ADVERSE REACTION HERE AND ANY ATTACK AFTER EVACUATION STARTED WOULD BE GRAVELY DANGEROUS.

C. ODYCE PLANES AND PERSONNEL OF ODEARL MISSION USING THIS FIELD.

(CONT'D P 2)
3. ACCORDINGLY EDS UNWILLING AUTHORIZING AIR-GROUND ACTION DESIGNED PUT FIELD OUT OF SERVICE. IF YOU BELIEVE EVERY PLACES ON FIELD HIGH PRIORITY TARGET, ATTACK EXPOSING STRAPING OR LICH FRAG BOMBS AUTHORIZED PROVIDED ABSOLUTELY NO SUCH ATTACK UNDERTAKEN WHEN EVACUATION OF PRIME CITIZENS IN PROGRESS OR GYKOE PLANES LIKELY TO BE USING FIELD.

END OF MESSAGE
ASCHAM SENDS CONGRATULATIONS ALL HANDS PBSUCCESS WITH REGARD TO HEARTWARMING GAINS AND IMPROVEMENT IN SITUATION OF LAST FORTY-EIGHT HOURS. HE PARTICULARLY WISHES THAT SHERWOOD TEAM BE COMMENDED AND ALSO THAT SOMERSET TAKE ACTION COMMEND IN THE NAME OF CALLIGERTS THE PILOTS WHOSE PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE AND CAREFUL ATTENTION TO REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN OUTSTANDING.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SENIOR RSP., L.I.COLL
FROM: DIR, CIA
CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), WH (4), WH (PBS) (5-7), SR/PJ (K:1) (8)

DIR 06733 (OUT 57700 2358Z 26 JUNE 54)

TO: SLINC

PRIORIT

RYBAT/PESUCCESS

2. LATEST ESTIMATE ON INSPECTION TEAM OF WHATEVER SORT IS THAT VISIT
WSHOOPS MIDDLE NEXT WEEK IS EARLIEST DATE, WITH VISIT KQFLUSH AFTER THAT.
MATTERS ON DIPLOMATIC FRONT HAVE IMPROVED SOMEWHAT AND WE HAVE REASON TO
HOPE FOR ADDITIONAL DELAYS.

2. ABOVE TIMING CANNOT BE GUARANTEED BUT SEEMS SAFE BET AT MOMENT. WILL
KEEP YOU ADVISED ALL SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS.

3. RECOMMEND YOU REFRAIN PASSING ABOVE TO FIELD ISSUING ONLY SUCH GUIDANCE
AS YOU BELIEVE MOST WISE, STEADY FIELD AND HOLD ON COURSE.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)

COORDINATING OFFICER

RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

Copy No.
DIR 06739 (OUT 57740)  0950Z 27 JUN 54

TO: INFO: SLINC

PSYCH

1. JUNE 25 AP REPORT STATES GUATEMALAN DIPLOMATS AT UN AND MEXICO CITY SAID THREE AIRCRAFT (ANTI-COMMUNIST) TOOK PART IN ATTACK ON GENERAL AND THAT LA MERCEDES CHURCH IN CENTER CITY, BUILT 1813 KNOWN FOR ITS BEAUTIFUL ALTARS, COSTLY JEWELS AND ART TREASURES, WAS REPORTED DESTROYED.

2. JUNE 26 CORRESPONDENT JULES DUBOIS PHONED CHICAGO TO EFFECT THIS TYPICAL COMMUNIST LIE.

3. HQS. ADVISED THAT EYEWITNESSES REPORT NO VISIBLE EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL EVIDENCE DAMAGE AND THAT MINOR CHURCH OFFICIAL STATED CHURCH NOT HIT AT ANY TIME.

4. URGE APPROPRIATE OUTLETS REACT REF PARA 1 AND INVESTIGATE IMMEDIATELY. THEREUPON PROCEED BE OUTRAGED PERfidY THIS DECEPTION WHICH WAS CALCULATED OFFEND FAITHFUL AND PREJUDICE THEM AGAINST WHAT OBVIOUSLY LONG EXPECTED POPULAR REACTION OF COMMUNIST GO.

5. EFFECTIVENESS WILL DEPEND ON VIGOR OF TREATMENT WHICH SHOULD BE SUSTAINED LOCALLY.

END OF MESSAGE

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
TO: LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: SA/PC/DCI (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), DO/P (L) (4), WH (PBS) (5-7), WH (8).

DIR 06744 (OUT 57759) 1730Z 27 JUN 54 PRIORITY

TO: SLINC
RYBAT: PBSUCCESS

REF: A. DIRECTOR 06732 (OUT 57759)
    B. LINC 4427 (IN 22681)

1. WE ARE DOING EVERYTHING POSSIBLE ON MOST URGENT BASIS TO GET REQUESTS IN REF B. FOLLOWING VERY PRELIMINARY STATUS REPORT.

2. SPARES AND SUPPLIES FOR P-51S REFERRED TO PARA 2 REF A. WILL ARRIVE 29 AND 30 JUNE.

3. THREE P-51S WILL PROCEED TO _______.

4. HOUS RECRUITING UP TO TWENTY CARGO HANDLING PERSONNEL FOR WILL TRAVEL ON SUPPLY FLIGHTS BEGINNING 28 JUNE.

5. HOUS ATTEMPTING SECURE ODUIT SUPPLY OFFICER PLUS TWO SUPPLY TECHNICIANS TO HANDLE INITIAL SPARES, WHICH MAY REQUIRE REPACKING ON SHIPMENT TO SOMERSET OR BOND.

6. HOUS ATTEMPTING RECRUIT SE P-51 PILOTS AND MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL.

7. NEW SUBJECT: HOUS HAS PROCURED TEN SECOND-HAND JEEPS IN GOOD CONDITION ALL PRODUCED PRIOR 1945 TO SIMULATE END OF WAR SURPLUS. THIS MOVING TO

COORDINATING OFFICERS

RELEASE OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
BEGINNING TODAY. ALTHOUGH NO RESTRICTION ON THEIR USE BELIEVE BOTH SIMPLER AND MORE SECURE USE ANY JEEPS PROCURABLE LOCALLY IN HTLME, EMFLUSH OR WSHOOPS, INCLUDING NEW VEHICLES PURCHASED FROM DEALERS. SUCH LOCAL PROCUREMENT PERFECTLY PLAUSIBLE IF VEHICLES TRA CED AND WOULD REDUCE LOAD ON SUPPLY LINE FROM FORWARD.
URGENT.

PLEASE DELIVER THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE QUOTE-UNQUOTE FROM:

"1. VERY DISTRESSED ON RETURN HERE TO NOTE SERIOUS DISTORTION OF GUATEMALAN DEVELOPMENTS IN US AND FOREIGN PRESS. THIS DISTORTION MADE WORSE BY APPARENT INABILITY OR UNWILLINGNESS GRASP TRUE SIGNIFICANCE THESE DEVELOPMENTS PLUS EFFECTS OF IRON CLAD PRESS (BOTH FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC) CENSORSHIP BY GUAT GOVT. TIME COVER STORY THIS WEEK EXCELLENT BUT ALMOST UNIQUE JOB.

"2. AMONG DISTRESSING REPORTS WAS AN AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE CABLE WHICH COMPLETELY MISSED THE BOAT AND WAS HEAVILY PICKED UP IN EUROPE CHIEFLY SCANDINAVIA.

"3. BECAUSE OF FORMER ASSOCIATION AND CONTINUED UNOFFICIAL ACCESS TO FACTS AND GREAT PERSONAL CONCERN OVER HOW THIS WHOLE THING LOOKED IN THE NEWSPAPERS, I HAVE DONE SOME CHECKING.

"4. IF YOU CONSIDER ADVISABLE WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR CONVEYING FOLLOWING AS MESSAGE FROM ME TO FERNAND MOULIER WHICH HE CAN FEEL FREE TO USE IN AFP PROVIDED NO PERSONAL OR OFFICIAL ATTRIBUTION."

DIR 06753 (OUT 57790) 2251Z 27 JUN 54

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
"5. The Guatemalan situation is not a banana republic fracas. It is an actual Guatemalan uprising against a communist regime and communist apparatus which is definitely linked to Moscow. That link is not a casual ideological or intellectual link — it is an operational link with the plays being called from Moscow both direct and via Mexico literally on an hourly basis.

"6. The fact that the revolt apparently started outside Guatemala proper and thereby handed the communists the word 'invasion' on a silver platter is a grave oversimplification. The people involved are in absolute fact Guatemalans who happen to have had to seek sanctuary in fear of their lives outside Guatemalan borders and always wanted return.

"7. The 'invasion' label has been further emphasized by the apparent loyalty to Arbenz regime of Guatemalan army. The fact is that defections inside Guatemala have been large scale. So much so that the relatively small band with which Arbenz crossed the border is now three-to-four times its original size, entirely due to defections within Guatemala. The Guatemalan air force has virtually defected in toto, which accounts for what should have been an
DIR 06753 (OUT 57790)

Page three.

Intriguing journalistic fact: namely, that no Guatemalan regime planes have been in action against the Armas forces.

"8. Arbenz regime statement that churches have been bombed is completely false. Falsity established by actual eyewitness testimony.

"9. Also false is Arbenz statement that Guatemala city has been bombed.

A barracks on outskirts used as an arsenal was bombed but destruction of Mendoza house within Guatemala city, which was used by Arbenz as evidence bombing, was according to several eyewitnesses and neighbors arsone by regime police in order provide an exhibit.

"10. The United Fruit Co. simply does not figure in this thing at all. In fact expect Armas to make public soon his private determination not to allow fruit company get away with traditional reactionary policies labor and otherwise.

"11. The 2000 ton shipment of Czechoslovak arms shipped via Swedish freighter out of Stettin, with false documents, was no invention. This ten million dollar consignment of arms actually landed in Guatemala and was taken over by Arbenz and represents, in relation to the size of the regime military forces, a colossal shipment completely unbalancing the armament equilibrium.
OF THAT AREA. THIS BY NO MEANS ONLY SUCH PROCUREMENT OF ARMS BY GUATEMALA.

"12. ARBENZ IS USING PART OF THESE WEAPONS TO ARM COMMUNIST-LED CIVILIAN TERROR COMBANDOS WHO HAVE RECEIVED SECRET INSTRUCTIONS TO PREPARE FOR WHOLESALE CIVILIAN MASSACRES WHEN THE SIGNAL IS GIVEN. IN THE MEANTIME ARBENZ HAS PUBLICLY ANNOUNCED THAT HE WILL EXECUTE TEN HOSTAGES FOR EVERY BOMB DROPPED.

"13. FINALLY, AND TO REPEAT, THIS IS A VERY REPEAT VERY SERIOUS BUSINESS. THE STAKES ARE NOT REPEAT NOT THE DIVIDENDS OF THE UNITED FRUIT COMPANY. THE STAKES ARE WHETHER OR NOT IMPERIAL COMMUNISM SHALL HAVE A TACTICAL COMMAND POST IN CENTRAL AMERICA WITHIN A FEW MILES OF THE PANAMA CANAL AND IN POSITION TO UNDERMINE NEIGHBORING STATES. INSTEAD OF YELLING ABOUT YANKEE IMPERIALISM AND INVASION THE FREE WORLD SHOULD BE GRATEFUL THAT A HANDFUL OF BRAVE BUT MAYBE PATHETICALLY COMICAL EXILES GOT THE PITCH AND DECIDED TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT."

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SLINC

RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

REFS
A. DIR 06730 (OUT 57697)
B. DIR 06737 (OUT 57705)

1. WE HAVE RECEIVED SEVERAL STRONG RECOMMENDATIONS FROM HIGHLY COMPETENT ADVISORS TO EFFECT IT MOST DESIRABLE FOR STATEMENT BE MADE SOONEST BY WHICHER EVER CAN DO FIRST BUT PREFERABLY CALLIGRIS GALLIGERIS ALONG LINES REF A PARA D, AND REF B. CALLIGERIS SHOULD SAY SOUVEST THAT IF PEOPLE WANT SSE FIT TO BRING TO POWER ANY REGIME PARTICIPATED IN BY HIM, HE WILL NOT PERMIT FRUIT CO. TO CONTINUE ITS REACTIONARY POLICIES ESPECIALLY AS REGARDS LABOR RELATIONS AND HIGH-HANDED DEALING WITH GOVT. HE SHOULD ALSO COME OUT STRONG FOR THE RIGHT OF LABOR TO ORGANIZE AND BARGAIN COLLECTIVELY, BUT SHOULD MAKE IT CLEAR HE IS TALKING ABOUT NONCOMMUNIST LABOR AND WILL NOT PERMIT CONTINUATION COMMUNIST CONTROL ALL GUAT LABOR. HE SHOULD REFER TO AMB. CHOCANO'S TELEVISION ADMISSION TODAY ALL GUAT LABOR RESPONSIBLE TO COMMUNIST LEADERSHIP AND NO ANTICOMMUNIST LABOR ORGANIZATIONS IN EXISTENCE GUAT.

2. FTY: CHOCANO ALSO ACKNOWLEDGED POLICE BRUTALITIES BUT ATTEMPTED GET AWAY WITH STATEMENT COTT NOT RESPONSIBLE. CHOCANO ALSO WAS FORCED...
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT COMMUNIST LEADERS HAD DEMANDED RECONSTITUTION SUPREME COURT
AFTER LAND DECISION WHICH DONE WITHIN FORTY-EIGHT HOURS.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

TO: DIR, CIA
FROM: DD/P
CONF: DD/P (L)(1)
INFO: DG1 (2), D/DG1 (3), CDI (4), WH (PBS)(5-6), WH (7-8), SE (9-10)

DIR 06757 (OUT 57807) 0400Z 28 JUN 54

TO: (FOR WHITING)
FROM: (WHITING)

CITE: DIR

REF: DIR 06754 (OUT 57791)

REP MESSAGE INTENDED GIVE YOU CERTAIN GUIDE LINES. BELIEVE IT WOULD BE MOST EFFECTIVE IF PROMINENT GREEK SPOKESMAN COULD, FOR BENEFIT OF EUROPEAN PRESS, DRAW COMPARISON BETWEEN MOSCOW AND SOVIET SATELLITE SUPPORT WITH ARMS, PROPAGANDA AND UNITED NATIONS ACTION IN CASE OF GUATEMALA, AS WAS SO COMPLETELY PROVED REGARDING GREEK GUERRILLA WAR.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA IS THE MAIN COUNTRY IN GUATEMALA CASE WHEREAS ALBANIA (MAKE NO REF TO YUGOSLAVIA) WAS THE MAIN INSTRUMENT IN GREEK CASE.

FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: D/DCI (1)
INFO: DCI (2), DD/P (L)(3), SA/PC/DCI (4), WH (PBS)(5-7), WH (8)

DIR 06758 (OUT 57811) 0547Z 28 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL TIGHTENAPR precedence

TO: LINCOLN

CITE: DIR

1. IN LIGHT OF STANDEL RESIGNATION HEADQUARTERS CONSIDERS MOST IMPORTANT
   SINGLE ACTION NOW IS IMMEDIATE DESTRUCTION CHITTAGONG CITY RADIO STATION.
   DIRECT HEAVY MULTIPLE AIRCRAFT ATTACK AT EARLIEST POSSIBLE OPPORTUNITY TO
   ENSURE DESTRUCTION. CONSIDER NEXT MOST IMPORTANT ACTION IS TO KEEP
   FIELD ARMY UNDER HARASSMENT TO PREVENT ITS REGROUPMENT AND RETURN TO
   CHITTAGONG CITY IN GOOD ORDER. GALLIGERIS SHOULD BE INSTRUCTED TO MAINTAIN
   SECURITY AND COHESION HIS OWN FORCES.  IF RADIO ATTACK NOT REPEAT OUT
   ACCOMPLISHED 28 JUNE AVOID CLEARANCE HEADQUARTERS BEFORE FURTHER SCHEDULING.

END OF MESSAGE
LINCOLN IS INSTRUCTED BY ASCHAM THAT ALL INSTRUCTIONS TO FIELD, PARTICULARLY TO SCUAT WHICH HAVE SIGNIFICANT BEARING UPON POLITICAL STRATEGY AND UPON WAY IN WHICH POLITICAL NEGOCIATIONS AND MAINEURS ARE TO BE CONDUCTED BE CLEARED WITH HEADQUARTERS PRIOR TO TRANSMISSION. BELIEVE LINCOLN WILL APPRECIATE NECESSITY FOR THIS IN VIEW STRONG ODYCK POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND ABSOLUTE REQUIREMENT FOR ODACID ASSISTANCE, BACKSTOPPING, AND PARALLEL ACTION. PLEASE CONFIRM. IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NEED FOR URGENT DECISION CLEAR WITH HEADQUARTERS BY TELEPHONE.

END OF MESSAGE
IT HAS JUST OCCURRED THAT WHITTING REFER TO CZECHOSLOVAKIA AS BEING CAT'S PAW USED IN GUATEMALA SITUATION MAY BE CONFUSING BECAUSE OF REMOTENESS BR AND LACK GEOGRAPHIC PROXIMITY. THIS SHOULD BE CLARIFIED IN ANY STATEMENT BY BRINGING OUT THE FOLLOWING POINTS:

A. CZECHOSLOVAKIA IS PRINCIPAL TOOL OF RUSSIA FOR MANIPULATIONS AND OPERATIONS IN LATIN AMERICA. CZECH EMBASSIES AND OTHER CZECH PERSONNEL ARE EXTENSIVELY USED FOR THIS PURPOSE. CZECH EMBASSY IN MEXICO ONE OF PRINCIPAL COORDINATING CENTERS.

B. WELL KNOWN ALPHEN ARMS SHIPMENT ARRANGED BY CZECHS THROUGHOUT, SUGGEST EMBASSY OR CZECH COORDINATING OFFICER KNEW ABOUT SOURCE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO:  SENIOR REP., GUATEMALA CITY
FROM:  DIR, CIA
CONF:  DCI (1)
INFO:  D/DCI (2), DD/P (L) (3), SA/PC/DCI (4), WH (PDS) (5-7), WH (3)

DIB 07065 (OUT 581413)  04357 ZO JUNE 54  OPERATIONAL Dispatch

TO:  SQUAT (STATION CHIEF FROM ASLAN)  IMPOSO, IMP  CITY, BAR.

RYBAT/PESUCCESS

AS REPORTED TO YOU DIB 07063 (OUT 581413) ODYCE AND EL SALVADOR HAVE BEEN REQUESTED AND HAVE AGREED TO USE THEIR GOOD OFFICES TO EFFECT SETTLEMENT BETWEEN CALLIGERIS FORCES AND JINTA. CONSEQUENTLY, THIS FEATURE OF PESUCCESS OPERATION HAS PASSED INTO OVERT MIASSE AND AS FAR AS GUAT OPERATIONS ARE CONCERNED MEASURES TO AVE EFFECT THERETO ARE IN HANDS OF AMBASSADOR. IT IS ESSENTIAL FOR US TO KNOW WHETHER POLITICAL OPERATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS IN CABLES SUCH AS GUAT 001 (IN 23524) AND GUAT 003 (IN 23562) HAVE BEEN CLEARED WITH JUBLIO. KINDLY CLEAR FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THIS NATURE WITH HIM.

MACKER

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SENIOR REP., LINCOLN
FROM: DIR, CIA
CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), WH (4), WH (PBS) (5-7), SA/PG/DCI (8)

DIR 07270 (OUT 58744) 22232 30 JUN 54 (OUT 58744) (OUT 58744) PRIORITY
PRIORITIZATION CLEARANCE
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
CIA HISTORICAL PROGRAM

TO: SLINC
REBALT/PBSUCCESS

REFERENCES:
A. LINC 4563 (IN 23804)
B. (IN 23807)

1. AGREE REASONING AND CONCLUSIONS REF A.
2. RECOMMEND FBPRIME PILOTS, KICKERS, ETC. BE RETURNED FBPRIME
   MOST DISCREET AND EXPEDITIOUS MANNER POSSIBLE, PREFERABLY IN SMALL
   OR MASTER
   GROUPS OR BY COMMERCIAL DIRECT FLIGHTS FROM SORBET.
3. REF B, HOLD C-54 WITH FERRY CREWS UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

END OF MESSAGE

FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)
COORDINATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

[Signature]
FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)
COORDINATING OFFICER

RELEASING OFFICER

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

Copy No.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SENIOR REP., GUATEMALA CITY
FROM: DIR, CIA
CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCl (3), WH (PBS) (4-6), WH (7).
SA/PC/DCI (8)

DIR 07638 (OUT 59419)

2133Z 2 JUL 54
OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
PRECEDENCE

TO: SGUAT
INFO: (FOR JMBUG)
CITE: DIR
SLING

RYBAT/FBSUCCESS

REFS A. LINC 4614 (IN 24627)
B. LINC 4625 (IN 24668)

1. LINCS AND FBS HAVE RECEIVED SEVERAL REPORTS TODAY FROM CALLIGERTS
FORCES IN FIELD STATING GOVT VEHICLES AND TROOPS STILL ADVANCING IN VICINITY
IPAL. FIRST REPORT SIGNED BY LINCS HOLLAND TELEPHONE EMERGENCY ADVISED SUBSTANCE THIS INFO BUT WITHOUT REF TO
NAMES REPORTING OFFICERS. HAVE ALSO REQUESTED HOLLAND URGED EMBASSY GET FORWARD
INTO FIELD TWO US OFFICERS FROM ATTACHÉ'S OFFICE OR MIL/MIS TO OBSERVE AND
REPORT. THIS WOULD BE CONSISTENT WITH USE US GOOD OFFICES ARRANGEMENT
CEASEFIRE AND AGREEMENT SETTLING CONFLICT.

2. LINCOLN: PLEASE PROVIDE TO GRAT INFO AS TO LOCATION INDICATED BY
COORDINATES IN REF MESSAGES.

FRANK G. WISHER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR REP, GUATEMALA CITY
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

DIR 07701 (OUT 59490) 2230Z 2 JUL 54

PRIORITY

TO: SQUAT FOR BUG FROM WHITING
RYBAT PERSUCCESS

REF (A) DIR 07447 (OUT 58599)
(B) DIR 07488 (OUT 59110)
(C) DIR 07494 (OUT 59237)
(D) GUAT 017 (IN 24503)

1. AND

IN EXPLOITATION OF TASK ASSIGNED AND DESCRIBED IN REF (A), AS STATED
REF (B), TIME IS MOST IMPORTANT THAT WE NOT LOSE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO
ESTABLISH FACTS. PAA STATES THAT FLIGHTS DIRECT TO GUATEMALA CITY WILL
PROBABLY BE RESUMED 5 JULY. WE CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE VALUABLE TIME THIS
MATTER THEREFORE ARRANGING AND DEPART IF POSSIBLE.

DO NOT REMOVE
DISPATCH AIR ATTACHE PLANE TO PICK THEM UP AND RETURN GUATEMALA SOONEST.
WETHER OR NOT

2. PLEASE ADVISE PRIORITY IF THIS FEASIBLE.

END OF MESSAGE

J. D. ESTERLINE
AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
Copy No.
TO: SR. REP., GUATEMALA CITY
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DO/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

DIR 07705 (OUT 59494) 2230Z 2 JUL 54

TO: SQUAT
INFO: SING
CITE: DIR

KYBAT PBSSUCCESS

SUGGEST JMBLUG CONSIDER RECOMMENDING TO MONZON AND CASTILLO ARMAS THEY
ASSOCIATE THEIR DEAD AS VICTIMS OF COMMUNISM BY CEREMONY, MASS BURIAL OR
MONUMENT ALONG LINES "IN MEMORY OF LOYAL PATRIOTIC GUATS WHO PERISHED BECAUSE
OF INTERVENTION OF INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM. THEY DIED FOR US."

END OF MESSAGE
DIRECTIONS (OUT 59520) 0351Z 3 JUL 54 PRIORITY
TO: SQUAT
INFO: SLING
CITE: DIR

RYBAK/PNSUCCESS

FROM WHITING

1. HAVE JUST READ 2 JULY AP STORY FROM GUAT RE DISCOVERY WIDESPREAD EVIDENCE
TORTURE OF ANTI-COMMUNISTS.

2. SAMPLE: "GRISLY STORY OF CORPSES IN MASS GRAVES AFTER TERROR TORTURE - GRUESOME
DISPLAY IN GUAT CITY MORGUE AND OTHER PLACES - TERRIBLE EVIDENCE OF TORTURE
MOST EXTREME FORM INCLUDING GOUGED EYES, HARDS TIED BEHIND BACK AND MACHINE-
GUNNED, Etc. STABBING, Etc. Etc.

3. THIS CHANCE TO SHOW COMMUNIST ATROCITIES MUST NOT BE LOST. GET PRESS TO
DO WIDE OPEN JOB WITH EXTENSIVE PHOTO EVIDENCE. KMPJ-JINH PARTICULARLY NEEDS
TO SEE THIS MATERIAL.

4. WORK CLOSELY WITH ODA/ED PERSONNEL TO PROVIDE PROPER GUIDANCE TO NEWSMEN.

PROVIDE HQS WITH COPIES ALL PHOTOS SOONER FOR WIDE WIDE USE.

DO NOT REUSE

END OF MESSAGE

F. G. WILSON
RELEASED OFFICER

COORDINATING OFFICERS

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SQUAT
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: SA/PC/DCI (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), DD/P (L) (4), WH (PBS) (5-7), WH (8)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

DIR 07861 (OUT 53970) 2157 6 JUL 54 PRIORITY
PRECEDENCE

TO: SQUAT INFO: SLINC

RFYAT: PBSUCCESS
FOR: OSTRICH

REFS: A. LINC 4589 (4/5 25148)
      B. LINC 4591 (4/5 25257)
      C. LINC 4700 (IN 25238)

1. PLEASED OSTRICH PROCEEDING TO ADAM. REQUEST HE PLAN REMAIN THERE FOUR
   OR FIVE DAYS UNTIL DIRECTED RETURN LINC.

2. WOULD MOST DESIRABLE HAVE SOME INDIVIDUAL IN ADAM AT THIS TIME WHO:
   A. HAS BEEN CLOSE TO CALLIGERIS OVER PAST SEVERAL MONTHS, AND
   B. CAN PLASIBLY AND CONSISTENTLY WITH PREVIOUS ROLE APPEAR AS

      SKINNER REP. IN ORDER OCCUPY THIS POSITION OSTRICH MUST KEEP ANY CONNECTION
      WITH JMBUG, EMBASSY, AND STATION STRICTLY COVERT. LEAVING IT TO STATION
      TO WORK OUT WHETHER ANY CUTOUT REQUIRED BUT IN ANY EVENT OSTRICH SHOULD NOT
      BE SEEN FREQUENTLY VISITING EMBASSY OR MEETING QIYOKO STAFF.

3. HIS DUTIES SHOULD BE:
   A. TO SETTLE REMAINING SKINNER BUSINESS WITH CALLIGERIS,
   B. TO MAKE HIMSELF AVAILABLE TO EXTENT DESIRED AS PERSONAL ADVISOR, AND

(ATTACHED PAGE 2)
C. TO MAKE AVAILABLE TO JMBLG, LINC AND HQS CURRENT INTELLIGENCE ON PROGRESS OF NEW REGIME AND BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDES OF CALLIGERIS AND HIS SUPPORTERS.

4. UNDER HEADLINE OF FUNCTION A, MOST IMEDIATE TASK IS TO STRAIGHTEN OUT DISPOSITION OF AC'S AS DIRECTED REF A.

5. IN PERFORMANCE OF FUNCTION B, ADVICE TO AND CONSULTATION WITH CALLIGERIS TO ONTRICH SHOULD BE MOST CAREFUL/FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS OF JMBLG AND CLEAR ACTIONS WITH HIM AS DIRECTED BY LINC REF C.

6. IN PERFORMANCE OF FUNCTION C, PROVISION OF INTELLIGENCE, ALL INFORMATION SHOULD OF COURSE GO TO JMBLG AND HQS WOULD APPRECIATE BRIEF DAILY SITREPS IF FEASIBLE.

7. HQS AWARE EXTREMELY HEAVY BURDEN ON ONTRICH FOR SEVERAL MONTHS. HOPE THIS ASSIGNMENT WILL NOT PROVE TOO ARDUOUS.

END OF MESSAGE
RYBAT JNESWAG

1. KG2 COMMENTS: FOR ACTIONS TAKEN, SUPPORT JNESWAG DIRECTIVES AND FULLY R ALIZES HARDSHIPS AND INADEQUACIES WHICH MAKE TASK HARDER. THOUGH ANTI-COMMIES NOW OR TOP IN GUAT, KHOURI MEETS SHOULD FOCUS IN ADAPTING AND CONTINUALLY PUBLICIZE LESSONS LEARNED FROM GUAT, AND LATER AID NEW REGIME CONSOLIDATE ITSELF AMONG STRANGERS STATES.

2. LESSONS AND THEMES BE PUSHED LONG-TERM:

A. COMITEE INFEETED TACTICS USED GUAT ARE USED THROUGHOUT WORLD, IT IS HAPPENING HERE, THERE.

B. MEN WHO THOUGHT THEY "USING" COMMIES WOUND UP BEING USED. SAME HAPPENS EVERYWHERE.

C. LOOK WHAT COMMIES DO WHEN IN POWER —— TORTURE, MURDER, DESTROY PRESS AND RADIO, SUPPRESS ALL LIBERTY. "IT COULD HAPPEN HERE" THEME.

D. SITUATION IN GUAT DEVELOPED THROUGH COMPLACENCY OF THOSE WHO DISREGARDED COMMUNISM UNTIL TOO LATE. MANY OF THE COMPLACENT NOW
IN TOMBS. "DON'T LET SUCH THING HAPPEN HERE" THEME.

3. GUAT IS GOOD EXAMPLE EVERYTHING BAD RE COMMUNISM - INTERVENTION, LIES, BRUTALITY, ETC --- USE THIS EXAMPLE AS AID BRING COMMUNISM CLOSE TO HOME. CONTINUE WEEKLY JMSWAG (NO LONGER "INFO: SLING") CABLE REPORTS UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

4. RGS AGAINST IES EXPRESS APPRECIATION FOR ACTIONS TAKEN: JMSWAG CAMPAIGN.

END OF MESSAGE
1. THE COMMUNIST PARTY AND COMMUNIST-CONTROLLED LABOR MACHINE IN GUATEMALA IS LARGELY INTACT SINCE THE NEW GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN MORE PREOCCUPIED WITH INTERNAL POWER STRUGGLE THAN CLEANING OUT THE COMMUNISTS. RESULT IS THAT SECRET COMMUNISTS ARE STILL IN KEY POSITIONS ENABLING THEM TO BLOCK INVESTIGATIONS BY DESTROYING INCriminating DOCUMENTS OR OTHERWISE DENYING ACCESS TO THE PRECEDING GOVERNMENT'S RECORDS.

2. THE GUARDIA CIVIL, WHICH WAS THOROUGHLY PENTrated BY COMMUNISTS DURING THE REGIMES OF PRESIDENTS JUAN JOSE AREVALO AND JACOBO ARBENZ, IS NOT CAPABLE OF CARRYING OUT ANTI-SUBVERSIVE DUTIES AND CLEANING OUT COMMUNISTS REMAINING IN GOVERNMENT OFFICES OR OTHER ORGANIZATIONS.

3. AN UNKNOWN NUMBER OF COMMUNISTS WHO TOOK ASYLUM IN VARIOUS EMBASSIES HAVE BEEN LEAVING SECRETLY AND NO STRICT CONTROLS ARE YET EVIDENT AT BORDERS TO PREVENT THEIR LEAVING GUATEMALA. (8-2)
RYBAT JMSWAG

1. IF LOCAL PRESS BUILDS BONFIRE AS KUBARK PARTICIPATION IN RECENT
GUAT UPRISING AND ANY KUBARK OPERATIONS WILL NEED ANY ACTION NEEDED, STRESS
KUBARK AS STRICTLY LONDON TYPE ORGANIZATION ALWAYS AND "NOT KNOW MUCH
ABOUT KUBARK EXCEPT WHAT READ IN BRITISH PRESS WHEN LOCATED IN FRENSIE." 

2. USE FOLLOWING AS EXAMPLE PAPERWORK PRESS THOUGHT OF KUBARK PAR-
TICIPATION: WASH EVENING STAR, 3 JULY 54, BY MARKET IN HAYDEN WHICH
POUNDED OUT: (A) SOMETHING SHOCK KUBARK COMPLACENCY GUATEMALAN ARMY;
(B) "SOMETHING" WAS KUBARK DISCOVERY AND REVEALATION 15 MAY OF 1,900
IRON CURTAIN
TON SHIPMENT/STAND ARMY IN GUAT; (C) REVELATION SHOCK ARMY WHOSE
LEADERS KNEW NOTHING OF WEAPONS TRANSACTION AND FEARED LOSS ALL POWER
THRU ARBENZ ARMED REDS; (D) WORD THAT ARMY WORRIED WAS SIGNAL FOR
ARMAS MARCH; AND (E) WORK OF KUPIDE AGENT ON SWEDISH WATERFRONT THUS
INDIRECTLY CAUSEDDeath GUAT COMMIE REGIME.

COORDINATING OFFICERS

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
01R 06149 (OUT 60535)

PAGE 2

3. ABIDE NOT AUTHORIZED ANYONE MAKE STATEMENTS ABOUT KURBARK UNLESS

PRESSED TO POINT WHERE BETTER TALK THAN REMAIN SILENT. EGS RELIES ON

JUDGEMENT.

END OF MESSAGE
1. AS PART OF CONTINUING OBJECTIVE TO KEEP BEFORE WORLD OPINION DEGREES TO WHICH INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM AFFECTED ARENS REGIME, ODAGID AND KUBARK STRONGLY RECOMMEND JMBLG END EVALE TO INDUCE JUNTA TAKE STEPS ELICIT FROM GUATEKAL REPS ABROAD PUBLIC STATEMENTS AND TO PRESS TO THIS EFFECT. POINTS THEY MAY BE EXPECTED TO HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF AREAS: A. COMMUNIST OR MOSCOW ORIENTED FRONT OFF DIRECTIVES AND LETTERS; B. PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF ATROCITIES; C. ARMS DEALS; D. ACTIVITIES OF COMMUN QUOTE ADVISORS UNQUOTE OR THEIR STAFFS. E. TRAVEL TO AND FROM MOSCOW BY OFFICIALS AND AGENTS. SUCH INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES WOULD PRESUMABLY LEAVE THEM WITH IMPRESSION THAT A SHOWING AT THIS TIME ON THEIR PART WOULD REDUCE PREJUDICE AND TO THEIR FUTURES (BUT WITHOUT INVOLVING GOVERNMENT COMMITMENT TO RETAIN THEM).

2. STATEMENTS THIS KIND IN FOREIGN PRESS CONTINUE HIGHLY DESIRABLE TO OFFSET ADVERSE SERIOUS IMPRESSION CREATED BY SATURATION PROPAGANDA COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL MACHINE.

3. REQUEST GUATEMALA ADDRESS ATTENTION TO COLLECTION INFO AND STORIES WHICH
MAY BE RELEASED DURING COMING MONTHS TO SUSTAIN PARA 1 OBJECTIVE.

4. FYI

ROME AND LONDON ATTEMPTING BRING PRESSURE ON RESPECTIVE GUATEMALAN AMBASSADORS WITHOUT RESULT TO DATE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
TREATED AS PBSUCCESS WITH ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION TO WE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: JNSCAR

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH 2

INFO: COP, FI, FI/OPS, FI/STC, PP 2, WH (PBS) 2, FI/RI 2

DIR 00291 (OUT 60794) 1927 9 JUL 54

RE: (IN 24260)

1. RE REF PARA 2, HQS DEFINITELY INTERESTED DENTING VISAS.

2. HQS POLICY: MANY GUAT CONNIES WANTED AS CRIMINALS. HQS HOPES MANY CONNIES NOW IN ASYLUM IN VARIOUS EMBASSIES WILL BE TURNED OVER TO JUNTA DUE THEIR CRIMES INCLUDING MURDER, TORTURE, AND THEVERY WHILE IN POWER IN GUAT.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SLINC

RE: A. (IN 26285); B. LINC 4729 (IN 26551);
   C. LINC 4731 (IN 26559)

1. ADVISE: RE: AS REQUEST FOR P-51 IS THAT COVERT ACQUISITION MOST DIFFICULT TO PERFORM; IN VIEW QUESTIONS BEING ASKED AT THIS TIME ABOUT "COVERT" ACQUISITION P-47'S, BUT THAT YOU WILL LOOK INTO MATTER IN SPIRIT PREVIOUS UNDERSTANDING.
   FYI: NO ACTION WILL BE TAKEN BY KUBARK TO ACQUIRE.

2. SUGGEST TO THAT IF HE REALLY NEEDS P-51'S BEST TO MAKE OVERT APPROACH, THEN OBSERVE TO YOUR PERSONAL OPINION THAT THERE ARE ENTIRELY TOO MANY RUMORS AS TO INTENDED MOVE AGAINST TO MAKE IT LIKELY HE WILL BE GIVEN AIRCRAFT.

3. DEFER ACTION REF B PARA 2 P-47 PENDING FURTHER ADVICE.
   IF OUR UNDERSTANDING CORRECT THAT P-38 FOR WSHOOF'S AND NOT CALLIGERIS, MAY PROCEED AS LINC DIRECTS REF B PARA 2.

4. PER PLAYDON GOODBOURNE TEL TALK PLEASE PASS END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: RETYPED BY CABLE SECRETARIAT.

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
Rybath Pubscess

1. The sum of Info available Odysse suggests possibility early move possibly military against Figueres government by Somoza presumably with collaboration Perez Jimenez and conceivably with acquiescence Remon. Somoza however has assured Odacid no such intention.

2. Odacid through official channels taking steps indicating its opposition to such a move and deeming it further disturbance Latin American area.

3. FYI: A strong factor contributing to above position is belief here that such obvious encore to move against Arbenz regime will be counter-productive in general and in particular will destroy psychological success gained with great effort with regard rectitude of revolution against Arbenz who now widely regarded as commie which is not case with Figueres.

Coordinating Officers

It is forbidden to make a copy of this message
4. WILL PROBABLY BE BRIEFED BY THEIR AMBASSADORS RE DEPARTMENT POLICY GUIDANCE ALONG ABOVE LINES.

5. WHILE HQS REALIZES ITS PERSONNEL HAVE NOT GIVEN IMPRESSION OF ENCOURAGEMENT TO SOMOZA OR OTHERS WITH REGARD TO MOVE AGAINST FIGUERES IT IS DESIRED THAT KUBARK PERSONNEL, IF APPROACHED BY SOMOZA OR HIS PEOPLE NOT ALLOW WISHFUL THINKING ON PART OF SOMOZA TO EFFECT THAT OFFICIAL COA CID POSITION IS MERELY FORMAL SHOW AND THAT THE SKINNER POSTATION IS TAO DIOR, AT SAME TIME NO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION ALONG FOREGOING LINE SHOULD BE INITIATED BY ANY KUBARK PERSONNEL WITHOUT PRIOR HQS APPROVAL WHICH SHOULD BE SOLICITED IF SITUATION APPEARS REQUIRE SUCH INITIATIVE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

RETIRED BY CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
TO: CHIEF OF STATION, GUATEMALA
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCCI (8)

DIR 08428 (OUT 60951)  23307 9 JUL 54

TO: SGUAT
RE: DIR 08210 (OUT 60609)

1. RE PARA 2, SECTION C REF., ALERTED ON LINE TO FOLLOW THROUGH CHANNELS DIRECT TO PRESIDENT WHEN ADVISED JUNTA HAS REQUESTED DELIVERANCE ASILEES EQUADORIAN EMBASSY IN GUAT.

2. SUGGEST JUNTA TAKE FOLLOWING ACTION:
   A. MAKE REQUESTS SIMULTANEOUSLY TO ALL DIPLOMAT
      ESTABLISHMENTS HARBORING ASILEES FOR DELIVERANCE, Basing
      REQUESTS ON CRIMINAL GROUNDS.
   B. JUNTA SHOULD LIMIT DEMANDS TO HARD CORE COMMIES
      AND SYMPATHIZERS AGAINST WHOM CRIMINAL CHARGES CAN BE LEGALLY
      AND CLEARLY DRAWN. INCIDENTALLY SUCH CHARGES SHOULD BE QUICKLY
      FORMULATED IN MOST IMPORTANT CASES TO PROVIDE LEGAL BASIS.
   C. TO GIVE RECIPIENTS INDICATION DISPOSITION REMAINDER
      ASILEES, SUGGEST REQUESTS INDICATE JUNTAS DISPOSITION SOLVE THIS
      PROBLEM THROUGH PROGRAM REHABILITATION OR POSSIBLY BY GENERAL
      AMNESTY OR GRANTING SAFE CONDUCT SOME CASES.

RELEASING OFFICER
SECURITY AUTHORIZER
AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
3. Since pressure essentially directed this instance against Ecuador, cable priority to HQS only date delivery request to Ecuador Embassy and names as listed whose deliverance requested.

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
A) Treated as Pibs success.
B) Retyped by cable secretariat.
PROBABLY

1. FYI, GUAT JUNTA WILL SHORTLY REQUEST EXTRADITION ON CRIMINAL GROUNDS CERTAIN NUMBER ASILEES HARBORRED IN DIPLOMATIC ESTABLISHMENTS, INCLUDING ECUADORAN EMBASSY, IN GUAT.

2. THROUGH ECSAW, REQUEST YOU PUT PRESSURE ON HIS SUPERIOR TO INFLUENCE PRESIDENT TO COMPLY WITH JUNTA REQUEST USING FOLLOWING LINES OF PERSUASION:

   A). ECUADOR BY COMPLYING WILL THEREBY AVOID UNPLEASANT INTERNATIONAL IMPASSE AS OCCURRED BETWEEN COLOMBIA AND PERU.

   B). ECUADOR, BY TAKING LEAD IN COMPLYING, WOULD BLAZE TRAIL IN RESOLVING TENSE AND POTENTIALLY LOADED SITUATION, OPENING DOOR FOR OTHER L.A. COUNTRIES INVOLVED TO RESOLVE SITUATION IN SIMILAR FASHION, THEREBY ADDING TO INTERNATIONAL PRESTIGE ECUADOR.

   C). SHOULD ECUADOR REFUSE REQUEST AND INSIST ON SAFE CONDUCT FOR ASILEES AS MATTER OF COURSE WOULD HAVE TO BE RECEIVED BY ECUADOR, THEREBY ADDING IRON CURTAIN TRAINED COMMUNISTS AND/OR HARDENED CRIMINALS TO ALREADY ALARMING LOCAL COMMUNIST SITUATION.
D). Should Ecuador and other countries involved follow misguided "liberal" policy and insist on safe conduct all or majority asilees, these countries will in future bear burden presence these hard core communists and criminals, since strongly anti-leftist countries, e.g., Peru, Venezuela will refuse tolerate their presence.

3. For operational security, suggest no approach to ECOPNE, who will undoubtedly follow same line if consulted by President. However, once matter is under discussion, suggest you pressure eccentric use personal influence President to follow above policy.

4. Take no action until receipt cable from HQS. Indicates action taken as outlined Para. 1.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SIR REP, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

DIR 08453 (OUT 61032) 1623Z 10 JUL 54

TO: LINCOLN

SUBJECT: PBSUCCESS

RE: LINC 4732 (IN 26604)

1. PROCEED REF PARA 3 A REQUEST PROVIDED IT SPECIFICALLY CONCURRED IN JMB/UG.

2. HEADQUARTERS IN PRINCIPLE IN ACCORD REF PARA 3 B REQUEST BUT REQUIRES IT FIRST BE STAFFED OUT WITH JMB/UG AND THAT FUNDS NOT BE MADE AVAILABLE UNTIL ASKED FOR BY GOVERNMENT. IN EVENT JMB/UG AND STATION AGREE FUNDS SHOULD BE PASSED YOU ARE AUTHORIZED PROCEED WITHOUT FURTHER HEADQUARTERS APPROVAL. HOWEVER IF TIME PERMITS HEADQUARTERS PREFERS REVIEW.

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
J. D. ESTERLING

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
DIR 08462 (OUT 61043) 1700Z 10 JUL 54

TO:          INFO:  SGUAT

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

RYBAT/JMSSAG

1. VARIOUS REPORTS INDICATE CONDES HIDING IN MEXICO, (300-500),
ARGENTINA (190), CHILE (50), ECUADOR (?). MANY OF THESE WANTED FOR TRIAL
AS MURDERERS, TORTURERS, AND CRIMES INVOLVING THEFT, QUARTER FUNDS.

2. REACTIONS OF MEXI PRESS: "EL UNIVERSAL," 5 JULY, "DERECHO INTER-
NACIONAL QUE REZAN SOLO EN CASO DE LOS SEGUIDOS O VICTIMAS DE LA POLITICA,
MAS NO SE REFIEREN, ... A LOS REOS DE TAN ASQUEROSOS Y HORRITANTES
CRIMENES, COMO LOS COMETIDOS POR ESTA NUEVA HORNADA DE REFUGIADOS QUE VIE-
NEN A NUESTRO PAIS, CHORREANDO SANGRE Y AHITOS DE LA BARBARA SATISFACCION
DE SUS MAS BAJAS PASIONES, CON SUS BOLSAS REPLETAS DEL DINERO QUE SAQUEARON
EN GUAT... " "QUE SE VAYAN A RUSTA DONDE SE HALLAN ENTRE LOS SUEGOS! O
DO MEJOR, QUE SEAN ENTREGADES A LOS TRIBUNALES LEGITIMOS DE GUAT." "ULTIMAS
NOTICIAS," 5 JULY, "ASILAR A UN ENEMIGO DE NUESTROS AMIGOS, ES SOLIDARIZARSE
CON ESE ENEMIGO ... Y LA OBLIGACION INELUDIBLE DE TODO GOBERNANTE MEXI-
CANO, ES SACAR AVANTE A MEXICO." "EL UNIVERSAL" 5 JULY, (LEAD EDITORIAL),

COORDINATING OFFICERS

RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
"LA TRADICIÓN HOSPITALARIA DE NUESTRO PAÍS NO LO OBliga a RECIBIR CRIMINALES PROFESIONALES QUE, AL SERVICIO DE IDEAS EXTREMISTAS, NO TIENEN PATRIA NI RECONOCEN A NINGÜEN TIERRA ALQUILA, SINO QUE AL SERVICIO DE QUIEN MEJOR LES PAGA, LO MISMO DIFUNDEN UNA IDEA, QUE MATAR A UN HOMBRE O ROBAR AL BANCO.

3. IN ADDITION, "EL EXCELSIOR", RE CO-SAYS ATROCITIES AND CLEAR MARK TERRORISM OF KREMLIN. PAPER WARNED AGAINST INFUX "EXTREMIST UNDESIRABLES."

4. THEMES: TRUE

A. CITE ABOVE AS NEXT REACTION AND FREX TRIAL DECISION
B. PRESS FOR GUAT TRIAL OF CRIMINALS
C. STATE, NO NATION COULD BENEFIT THRU ADMIS SADISTS, ETC.

5. PEG: TYPE EXCERPTS INTO A "LETTER FROM FRIEND LIVING IN MEXI."

COORDINATING OFFICERS
WISER, D/P
SECRET

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.
IN ADDITION TO REF RECOMMENDATION SUGGEST JUNTA OR APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY BE ADVISED THAT VICTOR SALAMON PINTA DE JUAREZ, MINISTER TO SWITZERLAND; ADOLOFO GARCIA MONTEZEMOLO, MINISTER TO CHILE; FRANCISCO CSENZA CALVEZ, AMBASSADOR TO ITALY; AND JOSE LUIS AGUILAR DE LEON, MINISTER TO ENGLAND, SHOULD PARTICULARLY BE REQUESTED TO MAKE APPROPRIATE PUBLIC STATEMENTS SINCE THEIR PERFORMANCE HAVE NOT BEEN CONSTRUCTIVE.

2. FTR ONLY: COSENZA HAS HAD 50 MINUTE TALK WITH COMMUNIST JOURNALIST, SON OF EDITOR LEADING ITALIAN COMMUNIST PAPER. MME PINTA HAS MADE ANTI-U.S. STATEMENTS. AGUILAR HAS NOT RESPONDED TO PRESSURE TO MAKE STATEMENT AND HAS EXPRESSED DOUBTS REGARDING STABILITY OF PRESENT REGIME AND GIVEN IMPRESSION OF OPPORTUNISM.
TO:  
FROM: DIRECTOR  
CONF: WH 2  
INFO: COP, FI, FI/OPS, FI/STC, PP 2, WH (PBS) 2, FI/RI 2

DIR 09038 (OUT 62034)  15122 15 JUL 54

TO:  
RE: (A) (IN 27498); (B) DIR 09038 (OUT 60952)

1. FORMINISTER STATEMENT RE NON-ACCEPTANCE CRIMINALS PARA 3 REF (A) ENCOURAGING IN VIEW PARA 4 REF (B) THAT GUAT JUNTA WILL PROBABLY REQUEST EXTRADITION CRIMINALS FOR PROSECUTION. ALSO ENCOURAGING IS INDETERMINATION PARA 3 THAT ECUADOR HAS NOT MADE PLANS FOR ACCEPTANCE ASYLEES.

2. YOUR COMMENTS, OPINIONS REF (A) TIMELY AND APPRECIATED BY DS.

END OF MESSAGE

J. C. KING  
CWI

COORDINATING OFFICERS  
DC/BR.1/WHD

RELEASING OFFICER  
AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: CHIEF OF STATION, GUATEMALA CITY

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH 2

INFO: COP, PP 2, PP/ICD; WH (PBS) 2, FI/R 12

DIR 09266 (OUT 62408) 2021Z 16 JUL 54 ROUTINE

TO: SQUAT

CITE: DIR

RE: A. DIR 08960 (OUT-61905)
   B. DIR 08211 (OUT-60610)

1. QUITO ADVISES GUAYAQUIL DAILY LA NACION HAS COME OUT
   VERY STRONGLY AGAINST FRUIT CO. AND IS STILL PRO ARENZ. ALSO IDENTIFIED
   LA NACION REP HAS BEEN VISITING QUITO AMB QUITO PERHAPS TO GET MATERIAL
   OR FUNDS FROM PRO ARENZ QUITO AMB.

2. IF YOU BELIEVE AS MAY BE INFERRED FROM ABOVE INFO THAT QUITO
   AMB QUITO IS PRO ARENZ SUGGEST CONSIDERATION BE GIVEN TO APPROACH
   QUITO WITH VIEW TOWARD ACTION ALONG LINES REFS OR FAILING THAT OTHER-
   APPROPRIATE MEASURES.

END OF MESSAGE

J. C. KING
REleasing OFFICER

COordinating OFFICERS

Secret

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
1. ALL REPORTS INDICATE COMMIES ASYLUMED FORN EMBS GUAT VIOLATING RIGHTS ASYLUM (PASSING ARMS AND MONEY IN AND OUT EMBASSY, ETC.)

2. LATEST REPORTS INDICATE COMMIES OPERATING CLANDESTINE RADIO, AND ENGAGING OTHER PROPAGANDA ACTIVITIES. CARLOS MANUEL PELLEGER, LOCATED IN MEXICAN EMBASSY, IS SAID TO BE ACTIVELY MAKING TAPE RECORDINGS AND AIDING PREPARATION SUBVERSIVE COMMIE PROP WHICH BEEN USED BY REMNANTS COMMIE PARTY IN GUATEMALA.

3. THEMES:
   A. STATE GOVERNMENT BEING AS DEMOCRATIC AND JUST AS POSSIBLE - NO BLOOD BATHS.

   B. ASYLUMED COMMIES, COMMON CRIMINALS, TAKING ADVANTAGE DEMOCRATIC REGIME, GROSSLY VIOLATING PRIVILEGE OF ASYLUM. EXPRESS REGRETS.

   C. NO NATION WOULD BENEFIT THROUGH ADMISSION

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
MURDERERS, TRAITORS, COMMIE
SADISTS, ETC.

4. ALL STORIES SHOULD EXPRESS HOPE THAT ASYLEES WHO ARE
CRIMINALS WILL NOT BE GIVEN SAFE CONDUCT TO OTHER COUNTRIES,
BUT WILL BE TRIED BY GUAT COURTS, AND SHOULD NOTE THAT SEVERAL
COUNTRIES ARE ALREADY SEEKING WAYS OF EXTRACTING THEIR
EMBASSIES FROM QUESTIONABLE EXCESSES IN RIGHT OF ASYLUM.
PENDING ABOVE INFO: LETTER FROM FRIEND OR SHORT-WAVE RADIO.

5. CABLE ACTION TAKEN.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

A) TREATED AS PBSUCCESS

B) RETYPED BY CABLE SECRETARIAT

F.G. WISNER, DD/P

J.C. KING, C/WHD
TO: SENIOR REP., GUATEMALA CITY
FROM: DIR, CIA
CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), SA/PC/DCI (4), WH (PBS) (5-7), WH (8)

DIR 09579 (OUT 62981) 1334Z 20 JUL 54

TO: SQUAT (FOR JMBUG FROM WHITING)
RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

REF GUAT 071 (IN 27877)

1. REGRET DELAY IN REPLY RE IMPORTANCE OF WHICH WE FULLY RECOGNIZE. HOLLAND HAS BEEN TIED UP ON HILL AND MERCHANT OUT OF TOWN, TALKED WITH HOLLAND AND REPRESENTATIVE MERCHANT'S OFFICE TODAY, BOTH OF WHOM RECOGNIZED SIGNIFICANCE OF PROBLEM YOU RAISE AND RECEIVED ASSURANCES FROM THEM THAT NO LATER THAN TODAY THEY WILL RAISE MATTER WITH BRITISH EMBASSY IN EFFORT TO PERSUADE THEM GET FONOFF DESERED FROM HIGH HORSE. SUGGEST YOU CIRCULATE COOL WATER THROUGH JUNTA RADIATOR FOR A FEW MORE DAYS AND LET THIS MATTER PERCOLATE. IT WOULD OBVIOUSLY BE NO ONE ANY GOOD ALLOW MATTERS BLOW UP WHEN THEY SHOULD BE SUSCEPTIBLE OF READY ADJUSTMENT.

2. HAVE DISCUSSED WITH HOLLAND POSSIBLE DESIRABILITY OF OBTAINING SOME ADVICE FROM YOUR OLD GREEK FRIENDS IN MATTER OF HOW TO GO ABOUT REHABILITATING AND STRAIGHTENING OUT FEWER AND LESS DEEPLY INFECTED COMMUNISTS.

THE ORIGIN OF THIS THOUGHT WAS OUR RECOLLECTION OF GOOD JOB GREEKS DID WITH THEIR REINDOCTRINATION PROGRAM PLUS YOUR OWN PERSONAL FAMILIARITY WITH HOW THIS WAS DONE AS WELL AS KEY PERSONS IN GREECE WHO CONCEIVED AND EXECUTED THIS SUCCESSFUL

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
PROGRAM. HOLLAND SAID HE WOULD SEND YOU A MESSAGE THIS REGARD TO OBTAIN YOUR VIEWS AND THIS MESSAGE IS SENT TO BE SURE YOU HAD BENEFIT OUR THINKING. IF YOU BELIEVE IDEA HAS MERIT PLEASE ADVISE HOLLAND IN SUCH A WAY AS TO BE SURE WE HEAR SO THAT WE CAN REQUEST GREECE TO SOUND OUT MATTER UNOFFICIALLY IN FIRST INSTANCE.
TO: SENIOR REP., GUATEMALA CITY
FROM: DIR, CIA
CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), WH (PBS) (4-6), 
WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

PRIORIT Y

DIR 09889 (OUT 63173) 0020Z 29 JUL 54

TO: SKILLER (FOR BUG FROM WHITING) INFO: (FOR SKILLER) CITE: DIR

HAVE JUST HEARD FROM SKILLER HE PROPOSES DISCUSS PARA TWO OF
REF WITH JMBUG IN GUATEMALA CITY AT JULY 23 CONFERENCE. HOPE YOU WILL DO
THIS AND ARRIVE AT SOME CONCLUSION AT THAT TIME. I FAILED TO MENTION
IN REF MESSAGE THAT WE ARE CONCERNED NOT ONLY WITH LATIN AMERICAN OFFICIAL
AND PUBLIC OPINION. THE WORLD PRESS INCLUDING US PRESS HAS, AS YOU KNOW,
BEEN VERY CONFUSED AND QUITE HOSTILE WITH FINGER PUT ON OXYGEN AS WELL AS
WHOOPS FOR HARBORING "INVASION FORCE" HAVE JUST SEEN PRESS ROUNDUP FROM
LONDON EMBASSY WHICH INDICATES THAT ALL STRATA OF BRITISH PUBLIC OPINION
CONTINUE TO BE HOSTILE AND HIGHLY CRITICAL. CHURCHILL WAS GIVEN HARD
TIME BY ATTLEE IN LENGTHY DEBATE IN COMMONS, AND THOUGH CHURCHILL STOOD
FIRM AS WE THOUGHT HE WOULD EMBASSY ADVISES THAT ATTLEE'S ATTACK MORE
NISARILY REPRESENTS BRITISH PUBLIC OPINION EVEN TODAY. THIS PRESSURE
OF PUBLIC OPINION AND FROM POLITICAL OPPOSITION MAY WELL FURNISH
EXPLANATION FOREIGN OFFICE INSTRUCTIONS OF WHICH YOU HAVE COMPLAINED.

COORDINATING OFFICERS

SECRET

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
I CITE THIS AS ANOTHER REASON APPEARING TO WARRANT SOME EFFORT IN PRODUCING HONDURAN WHITE PAPER CALCULATED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THEY WERE THE ATTACKED AND NOT THE ATTACKERS.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
TREATED AS PBSUCCESS.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: GUATEMALA CITY
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-4)
INFO: DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

DIR 09966 (OUT 63651) 2040Z 22 JUL 54

TO: SGUAT
CITE: DIR
RE: GUAT 082 (IN 29751)

RYBAT/PESSUCCESS

1. RE PARA 9 OF REFERENCE APPROVE IMMEDIATE ADVANCE OF $15,000 ON A QUID PRO QUO BASIS. MAKE CLEAR TO GOVT THAT FURTHER ADVANCES NATURALLY DEPENDENT UPON GOVT CONTINUING TO TAKE POSITIVE ANTI-COMMUNIST MEASURES.

2. RE PARA 10, WILL DISCUSS ON BANNISTER ARRIVAL AT HQS.

3. HQS CONCURS WITH PARA 12 OF REFERENCE.

4. REQUEST BANNISTER COME HQS WITHOUT ZPSEMANIC. THERE APPEAR SOLID OBJECTIONS ZPSEMANIC VISIT UNLESS ARRANGED ON OFFICIAL ODACID INVITATION AT LATER DATE.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SQUAT
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: SA/PC/DCI (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), DD/P (L) (4), WH (5), WH (PBS) (6-8)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

DIR 10271 (OUT 64106) 0035Z 24 JUL 54

TO: SQUAT

KRAIT/PBSUCCESS

REFERENCE: DIR 10074 (OUT 63771)

COST OF AIRCRAFT ALONE $25,500 EACH. WITH PROPER SPARES
ESTIMATE TOTAL COST ABOUT $38,000 EACH. THIS, OF COURSE, DEPENDS
ON STOCK LEVELS AND EQUIPMENT DESIRED.

END OF MESSAGE

MASTER FILE
DO NOT REMOVE

RICHARD M. RUSSELL, JR.
SA/PC/DCI
RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

COORDINATING OFFICER

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE, GUATEMALA CITY
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (L), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

DIR 10290 (OUT 64163) 1652Z 24 JUL 54
TO: SQUIAT
REF: GUAT 087 (IN 30309)

1. REF PARA 6 AND 8 APPROVED. REF PARA 5 FOR YOUR GUIDANCE HGS URGES SUBJECT RECEIVING APPROVAL THAT FUTURE REQUESTS FOR AIDS OF SUCH MAGNITUDE BE PUT VIA LOCAL OMA TO OUTFOR-RATHER THAN VIA BANISTIR TO GROUP.

2. KNOW YOU WILL FOLLOW UP OR ATITUDE REF PARA 3 F. THIS CONSIDERATION PLEASE ADVISE WHETHER PRESS REPORTS TRUE THAT COOKIES HAVE ESCAPED FROM KMFAJAMA EMBASSY. ALSO REPORT WHETHER ANY HAVE ESCAPED OTHER EMBASSIES.

3. REF PARA 3. RECOMMEND ADVISER TO DIRECT BANISTIR CALLIGERIS CONTACT HOWEVER YOU MUST CONSULT JMBURG ALL DETAILS AND RECEIVE APPROVAL AND GUIDANCE SINCE AT THIS STAGE ANY MATTER CALLIGERIS MAY BRING UP INVOLVES DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY POLICY.

4. REF PARA 4. SUBJECT JMBURG APPROVAL ADVICE CALLIGERIS GROUP NOT QUALIFIED OR ABLE SUPPLY SUCH SUPPORT BUT THAT IF CALLIGERIS SO DESIRES YOU CAN OF FORTHCOMING TRIP ZEMETAL EXPLORE IN OFFICIAL CIRCLES POSSIBILITY SATISFYING request INCLUDING VISIT ZEMETAL.
HQS ADVISED THAT THE THINKING COINCIDES REF PARAS 3 A AND B.

UP COMING TALKS WITH THE HERE SHOULD ADD FURTHER INFO THIS DELICATE
SITUATION. ANY AMPLIFICATION OR RECOMMENDATION JMSLUG AND BANNISTER
YOU FORWARD WILL BE APPRECIATED.

5. ENTIRE SITUATION MAKES IMPERATIVE EARLY BANNISTER CONFERENCE
HQS. REQUEST BANNISTER ARRIVE HQS THREE DAYS PRIOR BLUE CONFERENCE ODACID
IN ORDER TO PREPARE IN ADVANCE FOR REVIEW WITH ODACID JMSLUG HERE.

IF LOCAL OPERATING CONDITIONS PERMIT BANNISTER SHOULD
ARRIVE HERE AS EARLY AS EVENING 28 FOR A BRIEFING TO TAKE
PLACE 29.

END OF MESSAGE
ATTENTION: PEURIPPOY

RE: DIR 09579 (OUT 62981) (NOT SENT)

1. HQS SUGGESTED TO PEURIPPOY CONSIDERATION ADVISABILITY OF INDUCING GUATEMALAN OFFICIAL REQUEST FOR GREEK ASSISTANCE/EXPERIENCE IN SETTING UP REORIENTATION SCHOOLING OF GUATEMALIAN COMITOS.

2. AMBASSADOR IN REPLY HAS QUESTIONED FEASIBILITY OF HAVING GREEKS PARTICIPATE BECAUSE PARALLEL HAS BEEN DRAWN FREQUENTLY SHOWING NATURE HIS WORK GREECE AND GUAT. AMBASSADOR BELIEVES HOWEVER THAT IT WOULD BE EXTREMELY HELPFUL AT APPROPRIATE TIME IF AMERICAN EXPERTS WHO PARTICIPATED IN PROGRAM IN GREECE COULD BE AVAILABLE.

3. PLEASE ADVISE IDENTITIES, RECOMMENDATIONS ABOVE AMERICAN EXPERTS.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE, GUATEMALA CITY
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH 5
INFO: F1, F1/OPS, F1/STC, F1/R1 2

DIR 19812 (OUT 69852) 22127 28 JUL 54

TO: SGUAT

REPS: DIR 10673 (OUT 64861)
ODACID CABLE #90, 23 JULY

PHISTORY

1. PHISTORY IS IDENTICAL WITH SUBJECT OF REFS.

2. STATION ASSISTANCE REQUESTED TO CHECK POSSIBILITY IMMEDIATE
LOCAL RENTAL, PURCHASE OR PROCUREMENT SUFFICIENT OFFICE FURNITURE
AND SUPPLIES FOR 10 PERSONS ASSIGNED TO PHISTORY PROJECT. ADVISE
POSSIBILITY OBTAINING SPANISH TYPEWRITERS FOR THIS GROUP. CABLE
REPLY.

END OF MESSAGE

RELEASING OFFICER
J.C. KING

COORDINATING OFFICERS
SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
TO: Sr Rep, Guatemala City
FROM: Director, CIA
CONF: WH 5
INFO: D/D/P-ADMIN, F1/ADMIN, FD 6, LO/TD 2, OP 5, F1/RI 2

DIR 11880 (OUT 66921) 22152 5 AUG 54

TO: SQUAT

FOUR MEMBERS OF PEBUSGONI ARRIVING FLT. 143 AUGUST
1:400 HOURS.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

COORDINATING OFFICER

RELEASING OFFICER

SECRET

SECURITY INFORMATION

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
DIR 18859 (OUT 79435) 2125Z 27 SEP 54 RUTHERFORD

TO: 8QWAT

RE: SUCCESS

1. $15,000 APPROVED FOR SEPTEMBER OPERATION OF REF PARA 3 COMIT.

However in making advance avoid commitment against or for continuation aid.

HQs requests Bannister in consultation with them to prepare study and make

recommendation re desirability of fund continued aid to Comite through group.

This connection Bannister should request September budget and certain breakdown

accountings by Comite of funds it passed it.

2. HQs CINICID unwilling accede call for SIR's request for covert aid at

this time. HQS expects that some aid will from time to time be useful as

lever and would appreciate local CINICID/STATION views on this after notation /

Bannister talks.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR REP, GUATEMALA CITY

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH (1-2)

INFO: COP (3)

DIR 21831 (OUT 84724)  21362 19 OCT 64

TO: SQUAT

RYBAT

RE: A) GUAT 344 (IN 15921)

B) DIR 21547 (OUT 84129)

C) GUAT 339 (IN 15103)

CORRECT

1. REF B INTENDED NO REF TO GENERAL SUBJECT OF REF A BUT INTENDED REPLY TO PROPOSED SKIDGER ADVANCE $50,000 TO CALLIGERIS. THIS CONNECTION HQ REGRETS ABOVE MISREFERENCE HAS DELAYED FIELD'S REPLY FURNISHING FURTHER DETAILS AS TO PROPOSED USE OF $50,000. FLY HAS NOT INCLINED FAVOR THIS AID HOWEVER UPON RECEIPT ADDITIONAL DETAILS WILL DISCUSS ODACID. SUGGEST FIELD INCLUDE VIEWS LOCAL ODACID.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1998

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
SECRET
SECURITY INFORMATION

TO: OCLI ONLY

FROM: CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

CONF: CH 4

INFORMATION: DD/I, DD/P, FI, FI/CPS, FI/PLANS, FI/STC, FI/STD, FI/RCH 3,
PP 5, PP/PAO, PP 5, FI/RI?

29, YUCH 53

PRIORITY

20472 27 MARCH 53

FROM: CIA PH 51?

SECRET
SECURITY INFORMATION

CIA PRELIM DISSEMINATION

SUBJECT: MILITARY SITUATION IN CENTRAL AMERICA

SOURCE: RETIRED DIPLOMAT NOW IN PRIVATE BUSINESS (B), EXCEPT PARA ONE

FOR CRITICAL SECURITY REASONS THIS REPORT IS NOT TO BE FURTHER TRANSMITTED EITHER WITHIN THE UNITED STATES OR OUTSIDE THE BORDERS OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE EXPRESS PERMISSION OF THE RELEASING OFFICE.

CONTROL - U.S. OFFICIALS ONLY

1. STATED ALL ARMY RESERVES SINCE 1946 BEING CALLED ACTIVE SERVICE FOR MILITARY ACTION AGAINST GUATEMALA IN UNION WITH NICARAGUA AND HONDURAS. TOLD MILITARY ATTACHE FEW RESERVES BEING TRAINED WEEK-ENDS ONLY.

2. SOURCE BELIEVES ACTION WILL BE DURING HOLY WEEK 29 MARCH TO 5 APRIL.

3.

4. SOURCE BELIEVES TROOPS THREE COUNTRIES WILL ENTER GUATEMALA ALONG HIGHWAY FROM SALVADOR WITH NICARAGUA MAKING INITIALLY ADVANCE AND SALVADORAN TROOPS POLICING BORDER AND GIVING REAR ECHELON SUPPORT. HE EXPECTS CAPITAL TO BE CENTER OF FIGHTING WITH HEAVY CASUALTIES.
5. GUATEMALA AWARE PLANS BUT AFRAID MOVE TROOPS OUTSIDE AREA GUATEMALA CITY FOR FEAR ANTI-COMMIE UPRISING. (FIELD COMMENT:

A. MILITARY ATTACHE CURRENTLY VISITING BARRACKS FINDS NO INDICATION ARMY PREPARING SUCH ACTION IN IMMEDIATE FUTURE.

B. FOREIGN DIPLOMATS AND FOREIGN OFFICE PERSONNEL HERE DISCUSSING NECESSITY FOR MILITARY ACTION AGAINST GUATEMALA.

C. SOURCES AND INFORMANTS ARE REPORTING RUMORS, SPECULATIONS ETC. CONCERNING GUATEMALA SITUATION.)

FIELD DISTRIBUTION: STATE ARMY
( END OF MESSAGE)

ABOVE INFD BASED ON
SECRET SECURITY INFORMATION

CIA PRELIM DISSEM

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

17 April 53

PD 607

SECRET SECURITY INFORMATION

PLACE ACQUIRED:
DATE OF INFO: 6 April 1953
SOURCE: FORMER GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL WITH WELL-PLACED CONTACTS IN DIPLOMATIC CIRCLES (B)
EVALUATION: CONTENT: 2
SUBJECT: ANTI-GUATEMALAN REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES

1. COL
GUATEMALAN MILITARY ATTACHE
STATED:

"A. We will help the other
CENTRAL AMERICAN COUNTRIES TO DISPOSE OF COMMUNISM IN GUATEMALA;

"B. THE MILITARY FORCES OF CENTRAL AMERICA HAVE UNITED TO RE-
SOEVE THE COMMUNIST PROBLEM IN GUATEMALA;

"C. I EXPECT CLASH BETWEEN COMMUNISTS AND ANTI-COMMUNISTS ON 1
MAY, AT WHICH TIME I HOPE THE GUATEMALAN ARMY WILL JOIN THE ANTI-COM-
MUNIST FORCES. I WILL DEPART FOR GUATEMALA THE LAST PART OF APRIL TO
PERSUADE INFLUENTIAL ARMY FRIENDS (UNNAMED) TO JOIN THE ANTI-COMMUNIST
FORCES."

2. COL.

FIELD COMMENT: HAS BEEN PRACTICALLY EXILED AS A MILITARY
ATTACHE SINCE 1946, PROBABLY FOR HIS STRONG AND FREQUENTLY EXPRESSED
ANTI-COMMUNIST VIEWS. HE IS BELIEVED TO BE POLITICALLY AMBITIOUS;
HIS INFLUENCE IN THE GUATEMALAN ARMY IN UNKNOWN.

FIELD DIST: STATE, ARMY. FORMAL DISSEM FOLLOWS. (END OF MESSAGE)

Above info based on

SECRET SECURITY INFORMATION

COPY NO.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
SECRET

1. OTHERS ADAMANT THAT 1 BOMB, PLACED [ ] SHOULD BE CONVINCED TO ARMY ON-THE-FENCERS AND CAUSE MASS-RUNNING OF KEY OPPOSITION.

2. PILOTS CONVINCED [ ] CAN BE HIT ON 1 SHOT. [ ] CONVINCED PEOPLE WOULD UNDERSTAND 1 BOMB ONLY NOT MEANT FOR THEM AND WOULD BE CONVINCED WE HOLDING BACK ON DROPPING TO PREVENT HARMING THEM. FIELD CONVINCED.

3. REQUEST [ ] BE ADVISED IN ACCORD WITH LINCOLN DECISION. IF USED, SHOULD BE TIMED HOURS AFTER CLANDESTINE BROADCAST ANNOUNCES CO.
1. THERE IS NO FURTHER USE NORMALIZING ABOUT OR WITH [ ] WE HAVE GONE AS FAR AS WE CAN WITH TALK [ ] IS WHAT HE IS HE HAS SAID WHAT HE NEEDS. WE MAY REGRET OR DISLIKE OR DISAGREE WITH HIS REQUEST BUT IF WE REFUSE IT, WE ARE ABANDONING WHATEVER POTENTIAL [ ] MAY HAVE AND WE CAN NOT AFFORD THAT SINCE CALLIGERIS ASSETS ARE TOO SMALL.

2. [ ] KNOWS WHAT EFFECT DOINGS WILL HAVE ON THE LATIN TEMPERAMENT INCLUDING HIS OWN. AERIAL ACROBATICS ARE NOT THE SAME THING.

3. MEANWHILE THE GOVT AND COMMIES ARE ARRESTING AND KILLING [ ] GOT A BULLET IN THE CENTER OF HIS FOREHEAD THEY SHOT [ ] AND THEN RAM A TRUCK OVER HIM [ ] HAD HIS FEET CARBONIZED BEFORE HE DIED.

4. WHILE THIS GOES ON, WE FAIL TO DOUBT. THIS IS WHAT WILLIAM JAMES CALLED "ATROCIOUS HARMLESSNESS".
5. IF WE BOMB, THAT DOES NOT GUARANTEE [I] WILL ACT
BUT THEN WE WILL HAVE DONE OUR UTMOIST, AND THERE IS NO DANGER
OF A BOOMERANG. AT THIS STAGE, BOTH FRIEND AND FOE RESPECT FORCE
ALONE.

6. WE HAVE ALREADY MISSED THE REPEAT THE MOMENT TO DOME;
NARROWLY LAST NIGHT. WE STILL HAVE A CHANCE TODAY AND TOMORROW.

7. MANY PEOPLE HAVE BEEN TO SEE HE SAYING ONE DOMS
WOULD DO THE JOB.

8. BOMB REPEAT DOMS. DTG 19163532

T.O.T. 19/23227

IN READING SHOWN BE
FROM [ ]

T.O.T. 19/23532

SECRET
TO:   SR REI
FROM:  Director, CIA
CONF:  WH (PBS) (1-2)
INFO:  D&I (3), D/DCI (4), DD/P (L) (5), WH (6), N/DD/P/P (7),
       SA/PC/DCI-(8)

DIR 49692 (OUT 92659)  20422 7 MAY 54  PRIORITY
PRCENDENCE

TO:   IYBAT/FSUCCESS

1. HCS HAS APPROVED PLAN ATTEMPT DIFFICULT COL. CARLOS ENRIQUE DIAZ, CHIEF
    GUATEMALAN FORCES, PRESENTLY IN RIO, DURING STAY IN CARACAS TO 13 MAY.

    INITIAL APPROACH REMAINS TO BE MADE BY
    WHO WAS FRIENDLY WITH
    DIAZ IN GUAT. HE IN TURN WILL INTRODUCE LOCAL PEOPLES AGENT TO YOUR MISSION
    AS FRIEND WHO REPRESENTS PEOPLES PRIVATE INTERESTS WILLING TO CONTRIBUTE
    FUNDS AGAINST OVERTHROW PRESENT GUATEMALAN REGIME.

2. HCS CONTEMPLATES USE OF
    AS LOCAL INTERMEDIARY AND SUGGESTS
    AS LOCAL INTERMEDIARY AND SUGGESTS

    NEGOTIATE, NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS IMPERATIVELY IF UNABLE OR INCLINED UNDERTAKE.

    PLEASE GIVE CONSIDERATION TO OTHER POSSIBILITIES.

3. HCS STAFF MEMBER, IAN K. GABORSKI, (SEE FOLLOWS) PROCEDE TO
   ACT AS CUT-OUT AND CASH OFFICER. WILL ARRIVE PANAMA CITY
   YOUR
   TIME
   OPEN CONTACT BETWEEN YOU AND GABORSKI BARRIED, BUT REQUEST
   YOU ARRANGE HOTEL RESERVATIONS THROUGH MUTUAL COAGID FRIEND.
4. ADVISE OPS IMMEDIATE WHERE DIAZ AND STAFF WILL STAY AND ANY OTHER INFO RE HIS PLANS. FXX: SUBJ HAS BOOKED RESERVATIONS THROUGH COOKS OTHR POLITICAL ASSISTANT IN CHARGE. ONE OF AIDES.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

SECRET

DIR 49886 (OUT 93079)  20327 9 MAY 54
TO: SLINC (OFIN)

SUBJECT/PBSUCCESS

REFERENCE: A. LINC 2558 (IN-45270)
B. 
C. LINC 2554 (IN-45271)
D. DIR 49886 (OUT-93039)

1. SITUATION: AS STATED IN ABOVE REF'S DISCUSSED HERE AND WITH GREGORY LAWRENCE ODACID HQS. FYI BASED ON THAT DISCUSSION, ODACID SENDING PRIORITY MESSAGE SKILLET ASKING HIM SUBMIT PRIORITY HIS ESTIMATE SITUATION I.E. POSSIBILITY PRO-COMMUNIST COUP OR OTHER CHANGE LIKELY FAKE GUARDIAN. SKILLET ALSO BEING ASKED DETERMINE BEST OF HIS ABILITY INTENTIONS GALVEZ AND CARIAS IN PRESENT CRISIS.

2. SKILLET BEING ASKED SUBMIT HIS OWN RECOMMENDATIONS AS WELL AS SUBMIT TO ODACID HQS ON PRIORITY BASIS. THIS INFO WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE TO YOU IMMEDIATELY UPON RECEIPT BY KUBA.

DO NOT CONSIDER WE WILL HAVE ENOUGH INFO AVAILABLE TO DELIVER AUTHORTIATIVE OPINION OR ANSWER TO YOUR PARA ONE REF A UNTIL WE HAVE

AUTHORITATIVE OFFICER
SECRET

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
SRP, REPS., LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-2)
TO: WH (3)

DIR  49899 (OUT 93080)    20322  9 MAY 54

TO: SLINC

RYBAT\'S SUCCESS

RADIO STATION TEGUCIGALPA ACTIVATED 7 MAY. SCHEDULES OF THIS STATION
SAME AS MANAGUA AND SALVADOR. IN ADDITION, NUMEROUS OTHER CONTACTS
BEING MADE DURING THIS CRITICAL PERIOD.

JUSTICE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 199b
LINC 618 (IN 20662) 0302Z 21 FEB 54

TO: INFO: DIR,

RE: RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. URGE FULLEST PRESS-RADIO EXPLOITATION ATTACHMENTS TO REF, SHOWING WSBDUT TURTOURE AND POLICE STATE METHODS.

2. RECOMMEND CONVERTING PHOTO SHOWING CRUTCHES AND LEG BRACES INTO POSTER. POSSIBLE TITLE: "THIS IS WSBURNT". POSTER SHOULD EXPLAIN HOW INJURIES ACQUIRED.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)

LINC 650 (IN 20663)    0302Z 21 FEB 54    ROUTINE

RHYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. FYI TO FACILITATE PREPARATION CONTACT REPORTS LINC WILL RECORD ALL LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS UNLESS CALLER REQUESTS OTHERWISE. NO BIP PRESENT AS DICTAPHONE PICKUP WILL BE USED.

2. IF HQS PREFERENCES CALLER COULD BE NOTIFIED PRIOR EACH CONVERSATION.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 3731 (IN 17068) 64587 12 JUN 54

TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD INFO: DIR

RE: A. LINC 3726 (IN 17025)
   B. LINC 3686 (IN 16498)
   C.

RYBAT PBSUCCESS PBCABOOSE

FOR BRODFROST

1. IN VIEW POSSIBILITY F-47'S MAY BECOME AVAILABLE ANY DAY, URGENT THAT STEPS BE TAKEN SOONEST TO OBTAIN PILOTS AND IF NECESSARY, CREW CHIEF AND ARMORER.

2. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE SUCH PERSONNEL AVAILABLE, RECOMMEND YOU SEND TO LINC, TO RECRUIT THEM HAVING FIRST BRIEFED HIM IN DETAIL ON SYSTEM YOU USED. REALIZE BAD TIME TO LEAVE BUT ESSENTIAL ABOVE PERSONNEL BE SELECTED AND READY TO MOVE AS SOON NOTIFIED.

3. SUGGEST TAKE RETURN FLIGHT FJHOPEFUL 12 JUNE AS PER REF A, THEN PROCEED FASTEST TO LINC.

4. STORY RE PILOTS IN REF C UNCONFIRMED.

SECRET END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
RYBAT
PBSUCCESS
PBCABOOSE
BRODFROST

PRIORITY

CITE: SLINC

1. FYI ONLY: KMFLUSH AMB CLOSED DEAL WITH ODACID FOR THREE
F-47 DOWN PAYMENT AND TITLE TRANSFER 14 OR 15 JUNE. AMB INSISTS
UPON AIRCRAFT BEING DELIVERED IN "PERFECT CONDITION". PRESENT
ESTIMATE AVAILABILITY THIS BASIS IS 22 OR 23 JUNE, LONGER IF
ENGINE REBUILT REQUIRED. PLANS BEING FIRMED TO ACCEPT DELIVERY
IN MIAMI BY KMFLUSH "AMERICAN CONTRACT PILOTS" WHO WOULD FLY TO
MANAGUA.

2. YOU ARE EXPRESSLY FORBIDDEN TO REVEAL ABOVE INFO TO
STORAX. HOWEVER THERE IS NO OBJECTION TO YOUR PRESSING HARD FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OFFERING TO SEND YOUR PILOTS TO PUERTO RICO
IF NECESSARY AND ACCEPTING AIRCRAFT ON OPERATIONAL READY BASIS
AS AFTER ALL YOU WILL BE BUYING TWO OF THE THREE AND MAINTENANCE
COULD BE PROVIDED LOCALLY. PRESS HIM FOR DETAILS OF NEGOTIATIONS
AND PROCEEDING ON BASIS WHAT HE TELLS YOU TO ATTEMPT FURTHER
EXPEDITING THIS MATTER.

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
3. RE FIGHTER PILOTS: BEING CONTACTED AS TO IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY. FEELING HERE THAT FIRM CONTRACT SHOULD NOT BE OFFERED UNTIL TIME OF F-47 DELIVERY CERTAIN. IF NECESSARY AND AVAILABLE COULD SIGN HIM HERE AND SEND HIM PUERTO RICO TO MEET YOUR PEOPLE.

4. ADVISE SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE
20 MAR 54

SECRET

DIRECTOR

LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (1-3)

INFO:

LING 1191 (IN 29289)  2017Z 20 MAR 54  ROUTINE

TO:

INFO: DIR

CITE: SLING

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. VISA PROBLEM SOLVED BUT HE AND EXPECT DECISION 21 MARCH WHETHER HE CAN PROCEED MEXICO OR MUST RETURN

2. FOR DIR: RE DIR 42985 (OUT 79263), VISIT MEXICO BELIEVED VERY WORTH WHILE AS UNIFYING FORCE AMONG SEVERAL WBURNT SPLINTER GROUPS. FUNCTION RE CONGRESS UNCHANGED.

END OF MESSAGE
COURIER

SECRET PBSUCCESS HATAT

LINCOLN

Chief of Station, Guatemala

[ ] Operational Report

[ ]

MAY 28 1954

1. Attached is an envelope containing three of the lapel buttons obtained in Mexico by the individual mentioned in paragraph 2 of [ ].

2. Enclosure 2 is a report from [ ] regarding [ ] activities. Paragraphs 3 and 4 relate to the organization of propaganda teams in the towns mentioned. Highlights were cabled to you along with subsequent information that chiefs have been selected in all the towns except Quiché. Paragraph 9 refers to an article in La Hora which stated that the prisoners at Salamá lacked legal aid, [ ] was instructed to investigate. Paragraph 15 concerns the possibility, previously reported, that oppositionists not associated with CALLIGURIS might attempt a premature uprising.

3. In a separate report [ ] submitted the following by-product intelligence data from [ ]. The source is [ ] who is reportedly a member of a special [ ]

"The government is convinced that it cannot prevent the invasion therefore attempts will be made to kill the leaders before they can move. The government sent some people to Honduras on May 20, 1954 to plan the assassination of Castillo Armas, Capitan Fernandez, Secaira, and Coronel Flores.

"Salvador Enrique López and one Buhalter (fru) may be government agents. They are believed to be in Honduras. The former is the son of an agent of the Guardia Judicial. He writes to his father regularly.

[ ] are reportedly under surveillance by the Guardia Judicial. A woman known by the name Gilda Reyes Barrios has been enlisted by the Guardia Judicial to elicit information from the [ ] brothers.

"A special police group has been formed at the Casa Presidencial headed by Carlos Barrios Pena. It has been formed
because ARBENZ apparently no longer trusts ROSENBERG and CRUZ Vel.
The group is composed of sixty men.

"According to rumors in the Palace, the clandestine radio
is believed to be located in the basement (sótano) of the
Cathedral. Some believe it to be a portable station of high
frequency (that is moved from place to place).

"Source states that the government has a special group
prepared to kill all known anti-communists and other oppositionists
at the first sign of an uprising.

"The government knows that Castillo Armas has two airplanes
at his disposal (one in Honduras; one in Belice).

"The government receives word daily from Honduras regarding
the activities of Castillo Armas.

"The army is reportedly divided into two groups: the
older officers, and the younger officers. The older officers are
determined to form a 'junta' as soon as any action starts and then
try to make a deal with Castillo Armas and the 'Americans'. The
younger officers are reportedly decided not to fire a shot or else
go over to Castillo Armas."

4. Enclosure 3 is a detailed summary of reasons for
desiring to close. Both and are convinced that if the recommended course of action is
not taken, the government will accomplish the same thing in the manner
outlined in paragraph 2 of this enclosure and leave us with: no sound
basis for a propaganda attack based on alleged suppression of the press,
etc. The station agrees with the course of action recommended in this
enclosure, but we have asked to delay implementation pending
consultation with you to determine if you prefer to hang on for reasons
not known to us. Please advise soonest.

27 May 1954

Attachments: (5)

Distribution:
2-Linc w/att (3)
2-Wash w/ 2 att.
1- files w/ 2 att.
1. Regarding the proposed closing of the paper

\[\text{\[\text{\[\text{\[ states that he believes it would be a serious error to publish a strong article, forcing the government to close the paper.}}\]

2. It is his belief that the government's reaction would not be to close, physically, the paper. Rather, on the charges of connection with Castillo Armas on the outside, the government would seize\[ the members of the\[ and even the imprenta,\[. This would have the effect of shutting down the paper because of lack of personnel (and scare off anybody else), and yet the government would not have touched the paper. It would also present the government in a logical position before the people - defending itself against a subversive movement.

3. In view of past charges\[ the arrest of these members would not only prove a handicap, but would also be dangerous to the security of\[ and others. The police would work hard to break these prisoners (most of them are just youths) and through them the trail would lead to others.

4. For can a strong article be printed and then the "responsible" be gotten out of the country. If the responsible who signs for the article is not at hand, the imprenta and the comité can legally be held responsible.

5. \[ prefers to "force" the closing in the following manner: bring out in the next issue, or the issue following that, the announcement that \[ is being forced to close because of threats against the paper, the comité, and the imprenta. The issue will print copies of these threats. To make sure that the paper has "evidence" as strong as possible, \[ is sending letters through the mail, threatening dire consequences if the paper continues to be printed.
6. This type closure will strike a maximum prop¬
aganda blow for the group, as well as serve to put the
government and its supporters in the position of having
to defend themselves against charges of restricting the
freedom of the press.

7. This "forced" closure will have to occur within
a short time, because with the increase of government
activities against the opposition, the death of Oscar
Luna which everyone attributes to the police, the threats
which have been made against the opposition, etc., those willing to
contribute time and effort to bringing out the paper and
sharing the responsibility for it are becoming less will¬
ing each day.
21 May 1954

SUBJECT: Meeting Between [ ] and [ ]

1. A meeting occurred between [ ] and [ ] on Thursday night, 20 May.

2. The 300 copies of [ ] were passed to [ ]. Also one marking kit for use in "52" campaign in writing on car windows.

3. In connection with the underground system to be set up, chiefs have been selected in the following towns: Guatemala, San José, Cobán, Zacapa, Jutiapa, and Quetzaltenango. (Leaving Mazatenango, Quiché, and Puerto Barrios which still have to be studied.) These chiefs are to appoint their own deputies, and select whatever other personnel they will need. Data and other information on the personnel is being obtained.

4. Six mimeograph machines have been spotted to date in Guatemala. These will be purchased as soon as [ ] is in a position to get them all as nearly at the same time as possible, and personnel have been selected to make the purchases.

5. [ ] sought out [ ] to find out if any word had been received concerning his going, or his not going, to New York.

6. The father of the Rivera youth is going to Honduras in a few days on business matters. [ ] will secure data on airplane flight, etc., which can be sent to PANCHO so that somebody can contact Sr. Rivera and he won't go around making public inquiries.

7. One of the medical examiners (attempt is being made to obtain name) who examined the body of Oscar Luna reported
that Luna was dead before he was put in the water at 
Lago Amatitlán. He bases his opinion on the fact that 
the body bore marks of blows on the neck, over the 
eyes, 
and that the spots which form on the body after a person 
is dead were on the back—indicating that the body had 
at one time been stretched out on its back. When the body 
was recovered from the water, it was face down.

8. Furthermore, the police admit having seen Luna 
Sunday morning. A body will not float after it has 
drowned until around 24 hours later. His body was float-
ing and recovered later during the day Sunday.

9. The article which appeared in "La Hora" of 
Wednesday of this week, relative to Salamá case delay, 
was placed by the group. None of the prisoners in reality 
are lacking lawyers, it is just that those who have not 
been able to provide their own lawyer have had a lawyer 
appointed for them by the court. This naturally results 
in lack of interest, poor work (intentionally done), etc. 
The group is trying to obtain another lawyer to handle 
these cases, and perhaps hasten the matter.

10. The person who visited the prisoners at Salamá 
recently states that the situation there has undergone a 
great change. The judge (Flores) is now very attentive 
and gave the visitor permission to have more time to see 
the prisoners.

11. [ ] is pretty badly off at Salamá (mental), 
and[ ] told the visitor not to say anything 
to[ ] about what is going on. [ ] is going out every 
day to work in the jail office. This privilege has been 
granted by the judge Flores to placate the prisoners. The 
prisoners, for their part, requested the visitor to make 
the judge a present of a bottle of liquor.

12. The prisoners earnestly request that nothing be 
publicized, particularly over the clandestine radio, about 
them there, nor about the change in the judge's attitude, 
so as not to bring down any punishments and make their 
situation worse.

13. They report that the clandestine radio is heard 
very clearly in Salamá, and all the "jefes", etc., listen.

14. The people of the group in Salamá are very well, 
and anxious that action begin as soon as possible.
15. [ ] requests that PANCHO be reminded that [ ] had the support of the Department of State and that he had a certain amount of armament, and presumably this armament could be used in an uprising previous to ours.

16. The gossip going around among those in the group in Salamanca is that the airplanes of PANCHO are in a place in Nicaragua called "la montaña del León" or something similar.

17. A señor [ ] of Salama, who is the ex-director of the Penitenciaria de Guatemala (city) requests that he be mentioned to PANCHO. He wants to go to Honduras, is insistent in this, and says that he can be useful. He is friendly to the group, and is known to PANCHO.

18. Taking advantage of [ ]'s birthday, commentaries regarding Salamanca have been submitted to the newspapers.

19. Sunday, May 16, Luis Gaitan and Manuel Monroy, Secretario General of the Union Campesina (Monroy), and Secretario of PRG (Gaitan) arrived at San Mateo, Antigua, and other places in the area, calling together the people and telling them that they now had arms and that they wanted all those who were in agreement with the government and willing to defend it, to sign up in a book which Gaitan and Monroy had. They also promised to give money to those so signing. 14 persons signed. They then asked if there were any prisoners who wanted to sign up, telling them they would be given immediate liberty. Isael Garcia Jimenez (ladrón) and Ernesto Perez (striking and wounding his parents) and several other prisoners (names unknown) obtained their release by signing up.

20. Monroy and Gaitan told the signers to be ready at all times, and that cars would be sent to pick them up.

21. Monroy and Gaitan also said that any student or person who looked like a student passing through those places in excursions, trips, etc., should be searched forcibly if necessary — and if they refuse, or propaganda is found on their persons, or paint, etc., they should be beaten up or lynched. Those taking part in this type activity need have no worry over possible consequences, because the government would back them up in any action against the anti-Communists.
22. These two government representatives also said that all the anti-Communist campesinos in the area should be watched, and controlled, so that the day they receive word, the anti-Communists can be seized and killed.

23. There is a group of persons recommended by (who is known to) who want to go to Honduras. [ ] states that knows how to contact if he wants these persons.

24. The Argentinian cartoons connected with the clandestine radio are coming out in volantes and should appear within the next few days.

25. The next meeting between [ ] and [ ] is scheduled for Saturday morning, 22 May.
C/PP. COMMENT: Counter-action against [ ] definitely indicated. Question now is whether this should be worded or deeds (assassination, kidnapping). I know too little about [ ] plans & policies to judge their interest. Of course would be more effective for the suggested [ ] than [ ]; but (a) what is [ ] present thinking about [ ] future role altogether? (b) Isn't it too late (from the FESUCCESS viewpoint, not necessarily from the viewpoint of preparing the [ ] — but if we succeed, there won't be any [ ] to engage in such time-consuming and complex exercises as following [ ] and [ ] all over the map? [ ]

15 June
GUATEMALA PBSUCCESS
DOCUMENT DATED 6/15/54

ROUTING FORM: OPPOSITE "C/FL":

AGREE WITH ABOVE - [_____] WOULD APPEAR TO BE GOOD MAN FOR JOB BUT WHAT IS HIS ROLE TO BE? PROBABLY SHOULD BE IN TEGU NOW.

ROUTING FORM: OPPOSITE "C/PP":

UPON [_____] RETURN TO MIAMI REQUEST YOU ATTEMPT TO ARRANGE FOR HIS IMMEDIATE PREPARATION OF SHORT TALKS TO PEOPLE FOR INCLUSION IN SHERWOOD PROGRAM. WE HAVE CONCLUDED THAT TIME HAS COME WHEN HIS GREATEST VALUE TO THE PROJECT TO BROADCAST IN HIS TRUE NAME ANNOUNCED CLEARLY THESE WIRE TAPE RECORDINGS REC'D BY THE RADIO STATION FROM OUTSIDE GUAT. THIS SHOULD BE EXPEDITED HIS APPEAL SHOULD BE AN INTELLECTUAL _____ AND DISCUSSION OF POST-ARBENZ PLANS FOR GOVT.

THE ABOVE IS WORDING FROM DOCUMENT. CSI/HRG REVIEW TEAM UNABLE TO MAKE A LEGIBLE COPY. BLANKS [___] WITHOUT [ ] ARE WORDS REVIEWER COULD NOT READ. BLANKS WITH [ ] ARE REDACTED NAMES.
See in Ref A visits possibility of Guat prevention:
pre-commitment to U.S. text on part of key "democratic countries part.
If: [ ] Uses Ref B line.

[ ] Attaches importance to taking action against [ ] and even now against [ ] this connection: [ ] recommends [ ] and appropriate companion make similar personal [ ] "true
than" style.

B. Pros uncertain [ ] has stature needed and on other hand feels [ ] obviously best suited. Recognize latter's probably un-
willingness but [ ] at this time however suggest if [ ] agree-
able he might be helped to see in such a personal challenge by him
[ ] country by country advantages to him and his prestige.
It could be assured of good publicity. Desire you consult with him
and if you or he unwilling he make [ ] request you ask him develop
operation and assign persons of stature to execute.

A. Pros will query [ ] for confirmation and further info.

Ref A. Request [ ] query [ ]
5. AS SITUATION DEVELOPS HCS WILL ARRANGE HARASSMENT \( \square \) BY UN MECHANISMS.

6. PLEASE ADVISE EARLIEST.

CCC: LINE 2 PARA 1 OVERLINED WORD READS "PARTICULARLY"
MEMORANDUM FOR: CHIEF, EW; CHIEF, FI

SUBJECT: Intelligence Request

I. Request the following information be obtained to the fullest possible extent:
   A. Location[ ]residence (sketch of yards and house).
   B. Security system of[ ]residence (arms, number).
   C. Security system of[ ]travel (body guards, type of vehicle, escort vehicle, arms, number, etc.).
   D. Peculiarities of[ ]activities (with the idea in mind of locating a pattern of action from which his movements can be predicted).

II. This, along with the last request of 24 February on Guatemala, takes precedence over previous requests.

Distribution:
Orig & l: EW
cc: FI(2)
    C/P (1)
    (2)

Received 1600 Feb 26